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1. INSTITUTIONAL
COMPLEXITY

INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXITY

4

Here I share my input on institutional complexity contextualized in large emerging and transition economies. The
problem of these economies is often not about the lack of institutions (i.e., institutional void) but too many and too
opaque. This complexity also goes far beyond institutional incompatibility, which is defined as institutional complexity
by the mainstream field (e.g., see Greenwood’s work)
I view Institutional Complexity asthe extent to which an organization encounters not only multiplicity (current
understanding) but more importantly multi-directionality, heterogeneity, instability and ambiguity of different
requirements from a plurality of institutional forces in an institutionally diversified economy:








Multiplicity – A firm faces a multitude of institutional rules from a multitude of institutional constituents in a
large EM where it operates. It captures pluralism
Heterogeneity – A firm confronts a number of institutional constituents or forces that require differently
concerning coercive, normative or cognitive standards the firm must comply. It relates to incompatibility and
captures differences or dissimilarity for institutional complexity
Changeability – Institutional conditions and requirements (policies, regulations, rules, norms) facing the firm
constantly change and shift. Most of such changes are difficult to predict to businesses. It captures variability or

instability
Multi-directionality – Some institutional forces improve while others worsen, which significantly escalates
institutional complexity. This addresses contradictions
Ambiguity – (1) Dealing with formal institutions is both tedious (process) and dubious (rules) (2) Nontransparent rules and personalized interpretations of these rules; (3) Poor enforceability. To some institutions
and those individuals holding such institutional power, ambiguity is the source of power maintenance and
enhancement

Defining institutional complexity
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Institutional Pluralism

Institutional (In)compatibility

Institutional Voids

Institutional Change

Institutional Complexity

 Institutional pluralism is
the situation faced by an
organization that
operates within multiple
institutional spheres
 Scott (1991): Many
institutional
environments, forces,
beliefs, requirements,
and logics
 An organization is subject
to multiple regulatory
regimes, embedded
within multiple
normative orders, or
constituted by more than
one cultural logic
 Firms face fragmented
environments in which
multiple independent
groups make demands
that are uncoordinated
 Pluralism creates the
potential for
fragmentation,
incoherence, conflict,
goal-ambiguity, and
organizational instability
 Institutionally-adept
organizations can
simultaneously meet
expectations imposed by
various institutional
spheres in which they
operate

 Going beyond pluralism
by noting inconsistent,
competing or
incoherent logics
 Organizations confront
incompatible
prescriptions from
multiple institutional
pressures and logics
 The complexity of
institutional processes
and their influence on
organizational behavior
has been very implicit
within the institutional
perspective
 Elsbach and Sutton
(1992) added that the
expectations of
powerful external
actors “are often
conflicting, vague, and
in flux”
 Incompatibility may
increase difficulty for
firms to act upon or
respond to conflictual
logics and mandates
 Institutional economics
acknowledges this
incompatibility too

 It has been a popular
view that emerging
markets are
characterized by
institutional voids– that
is, the absence of
specialized
intermediaries,
regulatory systems, and
contract-enforcing
mechanisms in
emerging markets
 While contract
enforcing/execution
mechanisms remain
indeed week, the
argument on the
absence of regulatory
systems and
intermediary
institutions is not that
true
 These economies do
not lack regulations
and institutions but
instead opposite – that
is, there are too many
regulations and
institutions at many
levels

 Institutional change is
an outcome of the
dynamic interactions
between institutional
contradictions and
human praxis (Seo &
Creed, 2002)
 Praxis—agency
embedded in a totality
of multiple levels of
interpenetrating,
incompatible
institutional
arrangements
(contradictions)—as an
essential driving force
of institutional change
 The process view looks
at the factors driving
institutional change,
the underlying causal
processes and their
outcomes
 The structural view
looks at the different
levels and arenas of
decision‐making across
which change occurs. It
also focuses on
differing types of actors
involved in the process

 My argument:
Institutional complexity
more accurately
describes emerging
economies’
institutional
environments
 Emerging economies, in
general, do not lack
formal institutions but
rather the fact that
there are too many
institutions whose
requirements are
contradictory,
conflicting,
heterogeneous,
unstable, and
ambiguous
 Past studies also failed
to mention the
informal institution’s
complexity such as
society’s moral
degradation, declined
social trustworthiness,
widespread corruption,
complex
transformation of
societal and cultural
values during economic
and social transition

MUTUAL FORTIFICATION BETWEEN FORMAL AND INFORMAL INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXITY

Informal institutions further heighten
institutional complexity







Different business cultural behaviors within a country
Implicit & covert norms (qianguize, 潜规则)
Moral degradation at the society
Ubiquitous yet more covert corruption
Declined societal trustworthiness
Transformation of social standards and culture
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

1.

2.

3.
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Increased information processing costs from
strategic planning to environment analyzing
and decision-making
Increased transaction costs associated with
coordinating with value chain system partners
and within the firm
Increased operating uncertainty caused by
formal and informal institutional complexity
and uncertainty

INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXITY EXPOSURE

 Corporate diversification increases (involving
more industries)
 Geographic diversification increases (involving
more provinces and cities)

A firm’s
exposure to
institutional
complexity
INCREASES

when

 Dependence on government procurement
increases
 Dependence on governmentally controlled
resources increases
 Complexity of value chain system that involves
government or regulatory monitoring of input
and output markets rises
 The number of subunits operating in regulatory
sections increases
 The firm competes in new areas where legal and
regulatory systems are underdeveloped
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INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXITY (IC) & GLOBAL STRATEGY
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Arbitrage:
 Location (national &
subnational) choice
 Investment scale
 Timing of FDI
 Industry/products
 Adjust country of origin

Alignment:






Autonomy delegation
Localization strategy
Competitive strategy
Corporate support
Corp political strategy

Amalgamation:
 Alliance/networks
 Overarching institut.
strategy by parent
 Inter-country coordina.
(subsidiary and parent)
 Integrating IC with
other strategies
 Combining defensive &
offensive responses
 Combining collective &
individual actions

Host country
institutional
complexity

Home country
institutional
complexity

Arbitrage
Alignment
Amalgamation
The rest of the world
County 1
Country 2
.
.
Country N

Comparative (Dis)advantages of
Nations
• Market (demand) (dis)advantage
• Cost (production) (dis)advantage
• Institutional (dis)advantage (complexity)

Institutional Exposure
 Foreign supply chain
 Offshore services
 Value-vulnerability mix
 Regulatory, legal &
industrial interference
 State ownership of
stakeholders
 Liability of home origins

Institutional Intelligence
 Political risk analysis
 Blind spots
 Backup plans
 Institutional brokerage

Institutional Response
 Managing global coopetition
 Reduce foreign
dependence &
vulnerability
 Increase controlled
interdependence
 Extend industrial chain
 Warning and crisis
management system

SOME PROPOSITIONS


Arbitrage logic:


EMNEs will more actively invest in institutional complexity countries when
1.
2.
3.
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Bilateral ties (political, diplomatic, economic and sociocultural) are stronger (e.g., BRI member countries)
Institutional complexity in host country is similar to that in home country
Host country is better connected (geopolitically and economically) with other important countries in the
region and world

Alignment logic:


EMNEs will more actively invest in institutional complexity countries when
1.
2.
3.
4.

Host market operations and home market operations are more interdependent
Their organizational experience in dealing with such complexity is superior to competitors’ experience
They have already been internationally diversified
They can access to needed critical resources unavailable elsewhere

SOME PROPOSITIONS


Amalgamation logic:


EMNEs will more actively invest in institutional complexity countries when
1.
2.
3.
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Host countries provide greater compositional advantages of market, cost and connectivity (CFA)
These firms possess greater competitive advantages of price, product and services combined that suit mass
consumers (FSA)
Their technological and production skills are more transferable to operations in these countries

Prospect logic:


EMNEs will more actively invest in institutional complexity countries when
1.
2.
3.

Long term probabilitstic values of gains they perceive from market, cost and connectivity are greater than
potential losses from institutional complexity
They expect improvement in host country’s institutional complexity
Their institutional exposure to the subject complexity will diminish over time

SOME PROPOSITIONS
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Configuration logic:

Level of institutional exposure

Institutional
Complexity

Cooperativeness

Selectiveness

Relational

Institutional
multiplicity

High

Low

Medium

Institutional
multidirectionality

Medium

High

Low

Institutional
heterogeneity

Low

High

Medium

Institutional
changeability

Medium

Medium

High

Institutional
ambiguity

Medium

Medium

High

Ability to manage institutional exposure
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2. INSTITUTION -BASED VIEW OF
STRATEGY

New Institutional Economics
14


Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that
shape human interaction. Institutions provide the structure for exchange that determines the cost of transacting
and the cost of transformation. North distinguishes between institutions (rules of the game) and organizations
(players in that game). Institutional change is path dependent. See North (1990) and Scott (1995)



The major role of institutions in a society is to reduce uncertainty by establishing a stable structure to human
interaction. When the evolution of institutions creates a hospitable environment for cooperative solutions to
complex exchange, it spurs economic growth



How well institutions solve the problem of coordination and production is determined by the motivation of the
players, complexity of environment, and the ability of the players to decipher and order the environment.



Informal and formal institutions: Informal institutions, which are often culturally derived, will not change
immediately in reaction to changes in the formal rules. Informal institutional changes are incremental



Formal institutions (political rules, economic rules and contact law) can complement, revise or supersede
informal constraints



Organizations and entrepreneurs are the agents of, and shape the direction of, institutional change. The
interaction of purposive organizations and institutions leads to a dynamic evolution of the economy. Thus,
adaptive efficiency, along with allocative efficiency, is required to facilitate the way an economy evolve through
time

Institution-based view of strategy
15


Treating institutions as independent variables, the institution-based view of strategy focuses on the dynamic interaction between
institutions and organizations and considers strategic choices as the outcome of such an interaction. Strategic choices are not only
driven by industry conditions and firm capabilities, but are also a reflection of the formal and informal constraints of a particular
institutional framework that managers confront



Institutions are much more than background conditions. Instead, “institutions directly determine what arrows a firm has in its quiver
as it struggles to formulate and implement strategy and to create competitive advantage



Institutions reduce uncertainty for different actors by conditioning the ruling norms of behaviors and defining the boundaries of
what is legitimate. Actors, in turn, rationally pursue their interests and make choices within a given institutional framework



It is research on emerging economies that has pushed the institution-based view to the cutting edge of strategy research, which is
becoming the third leg in the strategy “tripod” (see Peng, 2003), the other two legs being industry- and resource-based views)



This is because the profound differences in institutional frameworks between emerging economies and developed economies force
scholars to pay more attention to these differences in addition to considering industry- and resource-based factors



While formal and informal institutions combine to govern firm behavior, in situations where formal constraints are unclear or fail,
informal constraints will play a larger role in reducing uncertainty, providing guidance, and conferring legitimacy and rewards to
managers and firms

Institution-based view of strategy
16


A hallmark of emerging economies is that they tend to have more “fundamental and comprehensive
changes introduced to the formal and informal rules of the game that affect firms as players”,
which are labeled “institutional transitions”



While formal and informal institutions combine to govern firm behavior, in situations where formal
constraints are unclear or fail, informal constraints will play a larger role in reducing uncertainty,
providing guidance, and conferring legitimacy and rewards to managers and firms



As I noted earlier, a growing attention has been devoted to institutional complexity and its strategic
management implications. Institutional Complexity depicts the extent to which an organization
encounters not only multiplicity and incompatibility but also heterogeneity, instability and ambiguity
of different requirements from a plurality of institutional forces in an institutionally diversified
economy

Leading articles:
North, D. C. 1990. Institutions, institutional change, and economic performance. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
Scott, W. R. 1995. Institutions and organizations. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
Oliver, C. 1997. Sustainable competitive advantage: Combining institutional and resource-based views. Strategic Management Journal, 18 (9): 679–713.
Peng, M. W. 2003. Institutional transitions and strategic choices. Academy of Management Review, 28 (2): 275–296.
Peng, M. W., & Luo, Y. 2000. Managerial ties and firm performance in a transition economy: The nature of a micro-macro link. Academy of
Management Journal, 43 (3): 486–501.

Institution-based view of strategy
17
 Peng (2003) presents a two-phase model of institutional transitions. It illustrates the staged process to

move from a relationship-based, personalized transaction structure calling for a network-centered
strategy to a rule-based, impersonal exchange regime suggesting a market-centered strategy

Institution-based view of strategy
18
 Peng and his associates later developed a strategic tripod model that intended to explain emerging

market firm performance, showing below
 They suggest that the institution-based view represents the third leg of a strategy tripod, overcomes

the long-standing criticisms of the industry-based and resource-based views’ lack of attention to
contexts, and contributes significant new insights as part of the broader intellectual movement
centered on new institutionalism
 Another point is that, while formal and informal institutions combine to govern firm behavior, in

situations where formal constraints are unclear or fail, informal constraints will play a larger role in
reducing uncertainty, providing guidance, and conferring legitimacy and rewards to managers and
firms

The Institution-Based View as a Third Leg for a Strategy
Tripod, by M. W. Peng, S. L. Sun, B. Pinkham, and H.
Chen, AMP, 2009, 23(3): 63-81
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3. CO-EVOLUTION

Co-evolution Theory
I envision growing co-evolution between firms (state and private) and environments (task and institutional) in
emerging economies as these economies continue to grow

In biology, coevolution occurs when two or more species reciprocally affect each other's evolution through the
process of natural selection
As refined by Lewin et al (1999), coevolution theory considers organizations, their populations
(industries), and their environments as the interdependent outcome of deliberate actions,
institutional influences, and extra-institutional changes

Coevolution is the joint and interactive outcome of managerial intentionality, organizational efforts, and
environmental change. Coevolution assumes that organizational and environmental changes occur in a
simultaneous and interactive manner
Thus, strategy is not merely a passive response to, but rather a proactive intention to change, task and
institutional environments facing the firm
Strategic and environmental changes are bi-directional, interactional, and mutually reinforcing
Organizations and their parts, both internal (subunits) and external (e.g., suppliers or competitors) coevolve
with each other and with a changing environment
Co-evolution incorporates the premise that adaptation and selection are not orthogonal forces but are
fundamentally interrelated

20

Co-evolution Theory
For co-evolution to occur, the population must consist of
heterogeneous firms that have adaptive/learning capability and are
able to interact and mutually influence each other
Forms of coevolution:
Naï
ve selection – blind variation
Managed selection – deliberate variation
Hierarchical renewal - administrative
Holistic renewal – collective sense-making

Principles of coevolution:
Managing internal rates of change to match external rates of change
Nurturing self-organization
Sustaining concurrent exploration and exploitation
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Co-evolution Theory
Property 1 – Multidirectional causality: one or more populations evolve in response to several
other populations in a broader ecological system
Property 2 – Positive feedback: the recursive interactions between environment and
organization result in interdependencies and circular causality with continuous feedback
Property 3 – Path dependence: Firms vary among themselves in the coevolution process
because they differ in their history, experience, path, and capability
Property 4 – Nonlinearity: Environment uncertainty, indeterminate feedback paths, and
heterogeneity across units in population propel this nonlinearity
For leading articles, see:
Lewin, A.Y. & Volberda, H.W. (1999), "Prolegomena on Coevolution: A Framework for Research on Strategy and
New Organizational Forms", Organization Science, vol. 10, no. 5, pp. 519-534.
Lewin, A.Y., Long, C.P. & Carroll, T.N. (1999), "The Coevolution of New Organizational Forms", Organization
Science, vol. 10, no. 5, pp. 535-550. 12
Elizabeth Pontikes, William P. Barnett. 2007. The Coevolution of Organizational Knowledge and Market Technology.
Strategy Science, 2(1): 64-82
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4. AMBIDEXTERITY

Organizational Ambidexterity
24
 I view organizational ambidexterity as both a compelling mandate for and a unique capability

trait by many emerging market firms

 Successful organizations in a dynamic environment are increasingly ambidextrous in multiple

fashions

 Given the complexity of global business environments, it becomes more important to

simultaneously balancing seemingly contradictory forces and needs - shifting from trade-off
(either/or) to paradoxical (both/and) thinking

 Ambidexterity refers broadly to an organization’s ability to pursue two disparate things at the

same time, such as
 Efficiency vs. flexibility
 Low cost vs. customer responsiveness
 Global integration vs. local responsiveness
 Exploitation vs. exploration
 Stability vs. adaptability
 Short-term profit vs. long-term growth

ORGANIATIONAL AMBIDEXTERITY

Organizational ambidexterity
1.

Growth ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

Capability ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Exploration and exploitation
In-house resources and open resources
Development and outsourcing
Transactional and relational competence **

Contextual ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

Short-tem and long-term **
Stability and adaptability
Organic growth and acquisitions
Low cost & customer satisfaction

Domestic market and foreign market
Compliance and influence (co-evolution) **
Contracting and trust building **
Localization and globalization
Competition & collaboration with business
stakeholders **

Structural ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Structuration and flexibility
Authorization and authoritarianism
Secrecy and transparency
Family governance and corporate governance
Liability of newness and advantage of newness

25

Organizational Ambidexterity
26
 Ambidexterity is a new theoretical perspective exploring a new way of looking

at firm growth. It leverages and combines the advantages of two desperate
forces or strategies. If managing properly, there are synergistic or
complementary gains from the simultaneous pursuit
 Ambidexterity creates following gains and benefits for the firm


It offers more growth-opportunities while allowing the firm to maintain stability



It provides more strategic options while allowing the firm to gain from experience



It improves the task and institutional environments where business stakeholders are more
cooperative



It enhances the sustainability and durability of firm growth and evolution

Organizational Ambidexterity
Ambidexterity is about combinative capability as well. This capability is a firm’s ability to integrate and synthesize
internal resources and external learning and apply both to the competitive environment

Ambidexterity is not easy to build and achieve. It necessitates sharpened learning ability. Leaning ability centers at
the core of dynamic capability. It is the capacity to generate and generalize (often through routines) ideas and to
acquire new knowledge
Explorative learning seeks out variation, taking risks, experimentation, flexibility, discovery, and innovation;
Exploitative learning focuses more on making and refining choices, increasing production efficiency, and
execution of strategies
Ambidextrous organizations are superior in leadership visions, industrial experience, corporate culture, and
strategic flexibility that accommodate the fulfillment of ambidextrous ends
For leading articles, see:
Tushman, M. L., & O’Reilly, C. A. (1996). Ambidextrous organizations: Managing evolutionary and revolutionary change. California
Management Review, 38, 8-30.
Brown, S. L., & Eisenhardt, K. (1998). Competing on the edge: Strategy as structured chaos. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Business
School Press.
Nadler, D., & Tushman, M. L. (1997). Competing by design: The power of organizational architecture. New York:
Gibson, C. B., & Birkinshaw, J. (2004). The antecedents, consequences and mediating role of organizational ambidexterity. Academy of
Management Journal, 47, 209-226.
Lewis, M. W. (2000). Exploring paradox: Toward a more comprehensive guide. Academy of Management Review, 25, 760-776.
Luo, Y. & Rui, H. 2009. An ambidexterity perspective toward multinational enterprises from emerging economies. Academy of Management
Perspective, 23(4): 49-70.
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5. COMPOSITION

Composition–based view (CBV)


The composition-based view (CBV) was recently developed by Luo and Child (2015). It is a new theory that
explicates the growth of firms without the benefit of resource advantages, proprietary technology, or market
power. The CBV complements some existing theories such as resource-based view (RBV), resource management
view, and dynamic capability – to create novel insights into the survival of firms that do not possess such
strategic assets as original technologies and brands



It emphasizes how ordinary firms with ordinary resources may generate extraordinary results through their
creative use of open resources and unique integrating capabilities, resulting in an enhanced speed and a high
price-value ratio that are well suited to large numbers of low- to mid-end mass market consumers



The CBV has been commented as “a new view with significant application” for emerging market firms and for
small and medium sized enterprises in many countries. The view cautions though that composition-generated
advantages are temporary in nature and that composition itself mandates special skills in distinctively
identifying, leveraging, and combining open or existing resources inside and outside the firm



Considered individually, technology, brand, products, capital, services, channel, and brainpower are not
advantageous to resource-handicaped firms. The firms achieve a compositional advantage, however, by
creatively combining these elements to generate impressive speed and superior price-value ratios that suit
markets extremely well



CBV moves the independence of numerous sources of a competitive edge to a state of interdependence and
wholeness of resources that are combined and integrated. AEEEs are particularly proficient in composing lowcost designs, extended product features, scale manufacturing, prompt market responses that tailor to mass
consumers



Underlying this are the market intelligence, organizational resilience, creative use of imitation, and
entrepreneurial ability of these firms, which enable them to effectively exploit open resources. Meanwhile,
improved factor markets, availability of intermediary technologies, key components and services, along with ITenabled communications technology, industrialized specialization, and improved outsourcing conditions also
foster CBV
29

Comparing CBV with other views

Differences

CBV
 CBV delineates the
importance and process
of creatively composing
and integrating numerous
capabilities or resources
that have been perceived
as ordinary, open, or
generic
 These firms are astute in
distinctively identifying,
leveraging, and combining
ordinary resources,
external and internal, to
create a unique path for
growth
 Often characterized by
higher price-value ratio &
stronger responsiveness
to mass markets

RBV




CBV contrasts with RBV
in that it does not
emphasize possession
of core competencies or
superior resources as
the prerequisite for
building a competitive
advantage
“Ordinary” resources
stated in CBV are
neither idiosyncratic nor
costly to copy, and can
instead be purchased in
an open market

KBV






KBV introduces as a
potential competitive
advantage a firm’s
‘combinative’ capability to
synthesize and apply
current and acquired
knowledge
KBV is focused on the
synthesis of knowledge so
as to create new
possibilities to take
advantage of market
opportunities
By contrast, CBV is more
comprehensive by
addressing the ways in
which a wide range of
ordinary resources can be
integrated into providing a
superior competitive
offering

LLL




CVB does not
emphasize much on
newly internationalized
large Asian firms as LLL
did
Also for CBV, the
channel of acquiring
and using external
resources is often not
through formal joint
ventures or alliance
partnerships but largely
through simply
purchasing such as
through vendor,
outsourcing, and
licensing agreements

The market landscape for acquiring resources is now quite different from before in that there is the presence and availability
of various intermediary resources or inputs (professional industrial design, standardized technologies, assembled key
components, distribution specialists, total logistics solution providers, advertising and promotion specialists, etc.). Under
such new conditions, what high-performing AEEEs need has changed. Vision, intelligence, speed, networking, and most
importantly 3 compositions become extremely critical. CBV is better adjusted to the contemporary situation in which many
resources are now available on the market
30

Composition-based view

31

Composition-Based View


Compositional offering occurs when the firm amalgamates an extended array of its products’ performance
features and functions, as well as services for existing customers whose satisfaction increases as a result of
this extension and amalgamation (e.g., one-stop-shop or total business solution model)



Compositional offering differs from normal product or service extension in that it provides a unique
consolidation and integration of the product’s functions or services within one product or for a one-stop-service,
creating better responsiveness to customers and greater customer satisfaction



Compositional offering adds greater value for customers in a more cost-efficient way. Availability of open technical
platform has spurred compositional offering

China’s IGOO

Samsung’s LED touch display

32

Composition-Based View


Pure differentiation strategy often wouldn’t work for resource-limited firms. Compositional competition exists
when a firm uses a set of combined and consolidated measures to compete. It combines and integrates low
cost with quality, speed, services, design, convenience, and solutions, providing customers with higher pricevalue ratio



Compositional competition seeks to exploit opportunities associated with mass markets based on a composition
of combined price, design, functionality, quality, features, volume, and services

Mindray
迈瑞

33

Composition-Based View


Compositional capability concerns the extent to which a firm is able to synthesize and integrate available
resources to create compositional advantage. Imitation may be used in the beginning to pursuit optimal
adaptation as input rather than as solution



A composition of imitation, creation, and innovation is used to develop a composition-based competitive edge or
to support future innovations as the firms evolve. Samsung’s technological capability building (e.g., DRAM)
often began with reverse engineering of imported or licensed foreign technology, together with adaptive
technological innovation, and later progressed toward building its own design centers



Another form of compositional capability is the mixture of product innovation, process innovation, and
managerial innovation (especially business model innovation).

Taiwan’s Argox

Taiwan’s Polytron

Singapore’s Clean Tech Park
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CBV explains success of emerging market firms
Ambidexterity-Bricolage-Connectivity
Combinative

Absorptive

Capability

Capability
Composition-based
Advantages

Hastening





Cost Advantage
Catchup Advantage
Speed Advantage

Capability

Networking
Capability

Intelligence
Capability

35

Why CBV suits emerging market firms

36

Composition as a distinctive process

Composition depicts a different growth path,
changing the view from developing distinctive
resources to distinctively using generic resources,
internal and external, available to the firm

Composition is distinctive knowledge and process
capability, often involving business model innovation

It is related but goes beyond “combinative capability”
and “resource bundling” or resource management
views

37
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6. COMPONOVATION

What is componovation

Creative
Composition

Responsive
Innovation

Componovation



How can emerging market companies, often handicapped by a lack of technology-based and
market power-related core competencies, win in competition with more resourceful and more
powerful rivals, and grow faster than their Western counterparts in industrial and consumer
mass markets?



Here I present a new concept—componovation (integrated creative composition and responsive
innovation):
 Creative composition: Creatively use various open resources, internal or external, in ways
that create some specific advantages (e.g., high value-price ratio); see slides on CBV above
 Responsive/pragmatic innovation: Efficiently innovate by integrating and configuring
boundary-crossing technologies in proprietary ways and developing proprietary technology
or knowhow that is quickly responsive to and focused on current and emerging market
demands
39

Composition without innovation is not sustainable
 Difficulty in building the firm’s identity and image, lacking distinctive “crown jewels”
 Facing threats from new rivals using a similar composition strategy
 Enormous dependence risks (e.g., breakdown, hostage, uncertainty) of replying on others
 Coordination costs and orchestration difficulty within the firm and with other firms
 Many case examples such as failed Amoi/Bird/Kejian/Panda in Chinese cellphone business
showcase the inability to sustain if the firms fail to transform from composition to innovation
 Even some big composition-based companies like Xiaomi, Mindray, and Chery face challenges
to grow

40

What is Responsive Innovation?


Efficiently innovate by integrating and configuring boundary-crossing technologies in proprietary ways and
developing proprietary technology or knowhow that is quickly responsive to and focused on current and emerging
market demands - FAST



Focused and efficiency-seeking (Frugal dimension)
 Not seeking comprehensiveness of R&D, but breakthrough of key technologies
 Focus more on market-driven and market-driving development and design than on research
 Not seeking how much the firm invests in R&D, but R&D output and value creation in new products,
new sales and new markets



Sharp market insights (Acumen dimension)
 Deep understanding of precise market demand itchy points (unfulfilled huge needs in key areas of
current and emerging consumer needs)
 Find a viable technological pathway and even a new business model that quickly capture identified
market opportunities and appropriate values from these opportunities



Fast and adaptive (Speed dimension)
 Well prepared yet do not necessarily wait until everything gets perfect
 Value customers’ feedback via interactive engagement and constantly improve innovation process,
offering, customer experience and satisfaction



Cross-boundary & integrative in technologies and offering (Transfusing dimension)
 Inject critical yet available technologies, often from other fields, into core offering
 Responsive innovation emphasizes creative integration via in-house development and external
knowledge acquisition in a complementary and orchestrated manner
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Variance and Typology

H



Innovation



I caution that not all firms should undertake componovation, nor are they equally successful when they
undertake such strategies
Since composition itself is a proprietary capability, not all firms can do well in enforcing compositional
offering or compositional rivalry and building compositional capability
Equally true, AEEEs vary in their strategic intent and their ability to acquire external resources. Moreover,
they vary in their organizational routines and procedures needed to execute componvation

e.g., Haier

Incompetent laggard
e.g., Xiaomi

L



L

Composition

H
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Componovation Strategies and Approaches
BYD Approach (Benchmarking + Integrating + Developing)


BYD, a top-ten most innovative company in China, its F3 sedan has been a top-selling car in China,
and as much as 40% of the world's cell phones use BYD batteries. The company is also
implementing a massive solar-power project in an effort to move the Chinese electrical grid toward
renewable energy



100+ special workforce on worldwide patent and new technologies while massively using nonpatent technologies. Then composing, integrating and innovating



Jump from “giant shoulder”: Benchmark a global learning target in each area, then jump up from
this shoulder by analyzing what should be learnt and what should be improved. If a needed
technology is patented, then adjust it or avoid it; if not patented, then use it



4th ranked patent holder in China, BYD’s 10%+ workforce is for R&D, having established Central
Research Institute, Electronics Research Institute, Automotive Engineering Research Institute and
the Electric Power Research Institute. Sophisticated technology teams have been in place for
development of hardware, software and testing programs



Control of supply chain system by developing its own, equity investment in partner suppliers, and
joint ventures with suppliers
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Componovation strategies and approaches
WeChat Approach (Service Innovation and Integration)


WeChat has been rewriting the rules for how social networks can expand and make money from their
users. Now we see reverse catchup - Facebook is imitating WeChat in adding friend-to-friend money
transfers and ticket buying



WeChat is innovative through its network for online shopping, in-store cashless payments, money
transfers, personal fund investments, and essentially everything in between



WeChat has tackled ecommerce in two ways. First, through its WeChat Wallet feature, which features a
select number of ecommerce and payments options that run as web apps



Second, through company-specific pages which function similarly to a user’s friends (i.e. they are on your
contact list) which can be run by almost any company, and which can take advantage of WeChat’s
integrated payments infrastructure
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Componovation strategies and approaches
Haier Approach (Wiki Model)


Wiki model – Innovating through integrating and combining best available technologies available worldwide



“Our success depends less on what technologies we physically own, but depends much more on how much
and how we utilize best available technologies worldwide, and more than anything else, depends utterly most
on how much and how we integrate and combine best available technologies worldwide” (Ruimin Zhang)



To avoid over-dependence and resultant vulnerability on external technologies and key resources, Haier is
proactive in acquiring these global firms who own key and best technologies Haier immensely needs (e.g., GE
Appliances and Sanyo)



The strategy of acquiring the very best global firms and subsequently being integrated, technologically and
operationally, provides a fertile ground for ongoing innovation



To avoid losing corporate identity and brand image, Haier has strategically emphasized on building its global
and focused brand – Haier. Its global branding strategy is central to its transformation



Pioneered in creating dozens of small R&D units dispatched to every new product line by Haier’s central
technology center. Each small R&D unit embedded in and tailored to each product line is a R&D integration
platform whose performance evaluation is entirely tied with sales revenue and value creation to customers



Modularization-Outsourcing/collaborating-Integrating (MOI) is operationally fast and financially efficient. They
corroborate/configure varying customized needs with different MOI
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海尔的“合”管理与协调体系

Haier’s management system for composition
“人单合一”全流程模式：人(BU)单(市场)合一贯穿于企业经营的“创
造定单”、“获取定单”和“执行定单”的全流程

“BU-Market in One” – Each business unit entirely and

seamlessly responsible for creating market/order, securing
market/order, and executing market/order
内部市场链机制 - 以海尔文化和信息系统为基础，以定单为中心，带动物流和资金
流的运行，实施“三个零”（零库存、零距离、零营运资本）目标。通过市场链同步
流程的速度和SST(索酬、索赔、跳闸)的强度，以工资激励员工将其价值取向与用户需
求相一致，创新并完成有价值的定单

“Internal Market” – Supported by Haier’s cultural and
information systems and centered at account/order/market
as well as 3-zero goals and strong incentives, use paralleled
and synchronized BUs (internal market chain) to add
customer value
物流整合: 整条物流链纵向集成和各事业部物流横向整合

Logistics Integration - Vertical inbound/outbound logistics
complete integration & horizontal (BU) resource flow
complete integration
TVM (Total Value Management) 全员增值管理
信息系统：前台一张网(客户), 后台一条链（内部市场）闭环系统, 包
括供应链，资金流, 分销, 客服，定单信息等；前台CRM，后台ERP

“一票到底”, 即为完成一个定单，有一个BU自始至终负责全过程的流
程整合; “一站到位”, 即只找一个BU就可解决用户全部需求的服务

Information System: “ONE NET (external clients-CRM) + ONE
CHAIN (internal market - ERP) close-loop information systems,
comprising supply chain, cash flow, distribution, customer service,
order systems, etc.

“One order throughout” – One BU responsible for the entire
value chain integration
“One stop for all” – Only need to approach one BU for and to
solving ALL issues
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Componovation as a distinctive process and capability


Componovation depicts a different catchup path, changing the view from developing distinctive resources
to distinctively using generic resources, internal and external, available to the firm (creative composition)
and innovatively integrate boundary-crossing technologies and knowhow to better respond to market
(responsive innovation)



Componovation is a distinctive knowledge and process capability, going beyond “combinative capability”,
“resource bundling”, “resource management”, “or absorptive capability’



Creative composition necessitates C-H-I-N-A








Creative ideas
Harness external resources
Intelligence
Networks
Absorptive capability

Responsive innovation requires V-I-P

 Value provision (value driven, not cost-driven, to existing and new customers, domestic and global)
 Identity (market power, brand image, product differentiation, organizational reputation)
 Proprietary knowledge (R&D, especially D, integration process, platform and capability)
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Leadership and Organization
 Success in componovation depends on following organizational strands:







Proprietary and creative knowledge in composing
Strong entrepreneurial orientation
Strong network competence
Incentive systems
Inter-unit sharing and collaboration
Cultural support – Harmonious culture and paternalistic/directive-achieving leadership
 Ensure coordinated deployment and management of a compositional capability

 Decentralized horizontal flexibility within a vertical hierarchy and adept leadership
I.
II.
III.

Allow a rapid team-based response, bringing together experts across various fields
Able to reconfigure organizationally in response to market changes
Break the process of composition and incremental innovation down into a large number of
small steps
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合
7. AMALGAMATION

Key Elements Comprising Theory of Amalgamation (Hé合)
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Composition

Collaboration

复合

联合

Combination

Conformity

结合

相合

合则成体 ——《庄子·
达生》
It is an important addition to virtue (德), harmony (和), flexibility (柔), and credibility (诚) -- together constituting unique
Chinese management philosophies
“合”理论—基于东方文化背景的企业发展新范式. 《外国经济与管理》, 2015, 37(6): 3-38，陆亚东，孙金云，武亚军；合则成体—引领
东方企业致胜的“合”理论，清华管理评论, 10 期, 陆亚东，孙金云

Amalgamation (Hé) Perspective 合理论(或合视角)

“立信”
外部推动因素

内部驱动因素

以合补短, 以合促长
合则成体, 合则成势

社会与文化环境因素

响应市场变化的需要

(文化: 道家,杂家; 社会: 和谐, 融合, 关系)

制度与转型环境因素

优
术

(合既是对制度和转型环境及不确定性的响应
又是改进这一环境的手段之一)

市场与运营环境因素
(全球化, 信息化, 专业化, 市场化, 业务网络化, 经济快速增
长, 消费水平增加, 生活节奏加快等导致企业资产变轻了,
周期变短了,外部依赖上升了;商业生态圈以合成体,以合共
存; 竞合关系更加明显)

“知天” “知地” “知彼”

聚
势

合
谋
法

成
道

降低经营风险的需要
利用外部资源的需要

共演共生共存的需要

企业个体的发展
企业联盟的发展
行业及社会发展

“知己” “知需” “知明”

“共生”
它关注仅拥有普通资源的普通企业如何通过“合”来获得不普通的结果
它阐明了中国企业独特的发展路径——通过创造性地利用“合”（复合、联合、结合、相合）及普通能力，
建立其优势或者弥补其劣势，从而创造适应大众市场的快速响应和高性价比
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Composition 复合


不同于资源基础观中“企业应该占有异质的、稀缺的、难以模仿的资源”的观点，复合基础观
强调使用不同来源的公开资源或普通资源，这些资源的创造性复合可以为企业带来竞争优势



包括（1）复合式产品（2）复合式竞争（3）复合式能力，三者相互促进，相互依托

Composition 复合
•

Compositional offering– Use open resources to provide customers with amalgamated values, services and
convenience at a reduced cost

•

复合式产品：利用开放资源注重单一产品多种性能的提升和整合、提供多种产品规格以满
足客户群的延伸式需求

•

Compositional competition – Combine and integrate different means of competition and serve customers
with a higher price-value ratio

•

复合式竞争：整合不同的竞争手段，为消费者提供更高的性价比，更多的价值实现，更快
的顾客响应速度

•

Compositional capability – Ability to creatively use open or generic resources and to develop new business
models blending imitation and innovation

•

复合式能力：创造性地使用开放资源或普通资源，发展出融合模仿与创新的新商业模式能
力。 复合不是不同资源能力的简单累加，它是复杂的、多要素的，要求对相互联系的资源
、能力、服务或其他竞争优势来源进行创造性整合
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Collaboration 联合


To seek mutual benefits by pooling complementary resources, skills and capabilities to compensate for their weaknesses
and disadvantages. Such interdependencies are fostered and maintained by appealing to collective interests, promoting
altruism and emphasizing reciprocal exchanges among partners



通过联合各自的互补性资源、技术和能力寻求互利互惠，从而补偿彼此的缺点或劣势



Advantages: reduce uncertainty and transaction costs; risk and cost sharing; resource and knowledge sharing; synergetic
gains from cooperation; mitigating institutional hazards from collaboration



优势：减少不确定性和交易成本；分享风险和成本；分享资源和知识；获得合作中的协同效应；在
合作中减缓制度风险



Collaboration couples well with the culture of guanxi – Capitalizing on external networks that are more or less
institutionalized as a firm’s relational capital to compensate for weaknesses



联合与“关系”文化相互契合——利用外部联盟及社会网络作为企业的关系资产，弥补企业劣势



Chinese firms are astute in using collaboration to reduce uncertainty and mitigate risks. Such collaboration ranges from
loosely structured networks to tightly instituted joint ventures; from interlocking directorates to building working relationships
with government



中国企业擅长于使用联合减少不确定性和降低风险。这些合作既包括结构松散的联盟网络，也包括
关系紧密的合伙企业；既包括董事会交叉参与，也包括与政府之间建立的工作关系



It is much richer , more extensive, more socially embedded and more reciprocal than western-based alliance and network



它比西方的联盟概念 更丰富，更广泛，更社会化嵌入也更相互化
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Collaboration 联合
•

Collaboration also corroborates well with China’s long-termism and collectivism, all going hand-in-hand with the logic with
social or relational capital. Creating an eco-system in which various stakeholders build a collective and collaborative
relationship prevails today

•

联合与中国文化中的关系资本、社会资本的理念相互契合。创造一个不同利益相关者可以在其中建
立统一、联合关系的生态系统

•

Collaboration arises due to (1) growing interdependence between stakeholders; (2) increasing demand for strategic
flexibility and collective actions；（3） market and institutional imperfections

•

联合的产生源于（1）不同利益相关者之间不断增长的相互依赖；2）对于战略柔性与集体行动的不
断增长的需要；（3） 市场与制度环境的不完备

•

Collaboration increases when (1) goal compatibility increases; (2) synergistic gains are possible; (3) resource
complementarity increases; (4) collaborative culture between partners is strong; (5) collaboration will not create a credible
threat of competition with current partners; (6) firms need harmonized actions to cope the hazardous task or institutional
environments; (7) the firm needs to access to a partner’s capabilities or resources it doesn’t have; and (8) partners have a
good history of cooperation in the past

•

以下情况会促进联合：（1）目标相容性强；（2）可能取得协同效应；（3）资源互补性增加；（4
）合作伙伴之间的合作文化强；（5）联合不会导致与现有合作伙伴的竞争；（6）企业需要和谐的
行动以处理充满风险的任务与制度环境；（7）企业需要获取合作伙伴的能力或资源（8）企业在过
去有很好的合作历史
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Collaboration 联合
 Types of Collaboration: 联合的种类







Vertical collaboration – Suppliers, intermediaries, distributors, logistics providers, vendors, etc.;
垂直联合——供应商、中间商、分销商、物流提供商、销售商等
Horizontal collaboration – Competitors (domestic and foreign; existing or new);
水平联合——竞争者（国内与国外；现有的与新进入的）
Lateral collaboration – Supporting agencies, PE/VC, banks, professional service providers, government, etc.
侧向联合——支持机构，私募基金/风险投资，银行，专业服务提供商，政府等

 Forms of Collaboration: 联合的形式


Cooperative alliances 合作联盟














Equity joint ventures 股权式合营
Acquisitions 收购
Ownership (or cross ownership) participation 股权（或跨股权）参与
Network and networking 网络与松散型合作







Long-term supply agreement 长期供应合同
Long-term contractual agreement 长期合约协议
Co-marketing (co-distribution; co-branding; co-promotion, etc.) 合作营销（合作配送，品牌合作；共同推广等）
R&D consortium or collaboration 研发合作
Co-production 共同生产
Licensing agreement 特许权许可
Co-training and co-management 共同培训和共同管理
OEM/OBM/ODM 原始设备制造商/原始品牌制造商/原始设计制造商

Interlocking directorates 董事会成员
Advisory board membership 顾问委员会成员
Guanxi network 关系网络

Industrial or technological clusters and parks 产业或科技集聚、工业园与科技园
Industrial or regional association memberships 产业与地区组织参与
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Combination 结合




Combination emphasizes the simultaneous fulfillment of two disparate (sometimes competing) ends at
the same time. It focuses on an ambi-cultural attitude. It refers broadly to an organization’s ability to
combinatively and concurrently pursue two disparate objectives, such as combining:
相合强调不相关（甚至相互竞争的）两个目标的同时实现。它体现的是一种双元文化的态度。宽泛地说，结合指的
是组织同时追求两个不相关的目标，例如：

Combinability 结合
1.

Growth combinability 增长结合
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

Capability combinability 能力结合
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Exploration and exploitation (capability ambidexterity) 探索与开发（能力双元性）
In-house resources and open resources (resource arbitrage) 内部资源与开放资源（资源套利）
Development and outsourcing (hybrid development) 内产与外包（混合式发展）
Transactional and relational competence (co-competence) 交易竞争力与关系竞争力（共同竞争力）

Contextual combinability 情境结合
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

Short-tem and long-term (temporal combination) 长期和短期（时态结合）
Stability and adaptability (prudent adaptation) 稳定性与适应性
Organic growth and acquisitions (combinative growth) 内部增长与收购（结合式增长）
Low cost & customer satisfaction (integrated competitive strategy) 低成本与顾客满意（整合战略）

Domestic market and foreign market (market duality) 本土市场与国际市场（双重市场）
Compliance and influence (co-evolution) 顺应与影响（共同演进）
Contracting and trust building (socialized contracting) 契约合同与信任建立（社会化契约)
Localization and globalization (glocalization) 本土化与全球化（全球本 地化）
Competition & collaboration with business stakeholders (co-opetition) 利益相关者的竞争与合作（竞合）

Structural combinability 结构结合
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Structuration and flexibility (organizational agility) 结构化与柔性（组织机敏性）
Authorization and authoritarianism (decentralized authoritarian) 授权与集权（扁平化集权）
Secrecy and transparency (contingent accountability) 保密度与透明度（权变式透明 ）
Family governance and corporate governance (hybrid governance) 家族治理与公司治理 （混合治理模式）
Liability of newness and advantage of newness (leveraged newness) 新创负债与新创优势
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Theorizing Combinability 结合
57
Institution-based
Antecedents

Market-based
Antecedents

Culture-based
Antecedents

Combinability
1.
2.
3.
4.

Consequence

Growth Combinability
Capability Combinability
Contextual Combinability
Structural Combinability

Profitability
Competitiveness
Credibility
Ecological performance

Resource-based
Antecedents

Moderators

Moderators

External resource dependence
Market position
Business diversification
Corporate culture

Execution ability
Incentive system
Inter-unit sharing
Reconciliation ability

Conformity 相合


Conformity is the act or process of conscious coordination and congruence with various values, norms, forces,
conditions or requirements that are legitimate and important. Multiplicity, complexity and dynamism of corporate
goals, competing forces, and environmental parameters prompt firms to have organizational conformity in place



相合是指有意识地协调和匹配各种重要的价值理念、标准、环境和要求的行为或过程。公司目标、
竞争对手与环境因素的多样性、复杂性和动态性促使企业具备恰当的组织相合性



It is NOT passive or blind adherence to taken-for-granted rules or values nor unconscious mimicry of institutional
models or other firms’ practices. As well, it is NOT assaulting institutionalized values, relevant forces or
requirements. It does NOT treat different or competing forces and factors as adversarial



它并非对想当然的既有规则或价值观的消极和盲目坚持，也绝非对其他企业实践的盲目模仿，更不
是对制度化价值观、相关势力或要求的攻击抵抗。



Instead conformity emphasizes balance, pacification, accommodation and harmonization of multiple requirements
and internal interests. Disconformity may cause disruption, rejection, opposition or deterrence internally (by
employees) and/or externally by outside stakeholders



相反地，相合强调不同外部要求与内部利益间的平衡、和解、协调与和谐。不相合可能会导致来自
内部员工与/或外部利益相关者的破坏、拒绝、反对或阻碍。



Conformity is a strategic intent and organizational commitment to ensuring (1) contextual conformity; (2)
behavioral conformity; and (3) constituent conformity



相合是一种战略意图或组织承诺，用于实现（1）情境相合（2）行为相合 （3）构成相合性
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Conformity 相合


Conformity underpins composition, collaboration and combination. It sets an organizational infrastructure in which
composition, collaboration and combination work



相合巩固了复合、联合与结合。它为复合、联合与结合的工作奠定了组织基础



Conformity also reminds leadership to minimize potential clashes and tensions that may occur in fulfilling
composition, collaboration and combination, and to avoid composition or combination of wrong elements



相合同时提醒领导者在复合、联合与结合的过程中最小化可能出现的矛盾与碰撞，避免错误元素之
间的复合与结合



Therefore, there must be in place strong leadership and organizational system with the ability and infrastructure to
reconcile competing forces, coordinate multiple forces, and unify collective actions



因此，必须同时具备强大的领导力、组织系统以及协调竞争势力、处理各方利益、统一集体行动的
能力与基础建设



Conformity spurs paradoxical integration. In the Eastern culture, conformity solves paradox by a consideration not
of individual parts and their existence in a state of conflict, but of the whole and how it links diverse and conflicting
elements. It is a harmonious conception that seeks accommodation and inclusion, balancing paradoxical
tendencies



相合促进了不同矛盾主体的整合。在东方文化中，相合解决矛盾的方式并非考虑具体部分及它们在
矛盾中的地位，而是考虑整体及其如何连接多样化的和相互矛盾的要素。这是一种和谐的观念，寻
求协调与包容，平衡不同的矛盾倾向
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Theorizing Conformity 相合
Conformity
相合

Forms/Tactics
方式/策略

Definition
定义

Contextual
Conformity
情境相合

Ecological conformity
生态相合性

Congruent and harmonious with natural and ecological environments – be ecologically
responsible 与生态环境的和谐共处——对生态环境负责

Institutional conformity
制度相合性

Compliance with prevalent coercive, normative and cognitive requirements in the institutional
environment – be legally, ethically and morally acquiescent
与制度环境中的规制性、规范性、认知性要求保持一致——合情合理合法

Market conformity
市场相合性

Responsible and adaptive to market opportunities and customer demands, aligning strategies
with unique market requirements (existing and emerging)
响应和适应市场机会与消费者需求，与独特市场需求保持一致（现有的或新兴的）

Hierarchical
conformity
科层相合性

Units and individuals within the firm are on the same page as the firm forges ahead.
Communication, justice, values, structure and rewarding matter
企业发展过程中内部单元与个人和企业的发展保持同步。组织内部的交流、公平、价值观、结
构与激励都很重要

Capability conformity
能力相合性

Don’t do things beyond the firm’s reach, control or capability – be strategically savvy yet
operationally pragmatic; matching opportunities with capabilities
不做企业的控制或能力无法达到的事情——精于战略、踏实运营：匹配机遇与能力

Temporal conformity
时态相合性

Radical changes are accepted by related constituents; Be aware of the firm’s past or residual
credentials; Align long-term investment with short-term tasks
大幅变革能被相关这接受；注意企业过去的历史；保持长期投资与短期任务间的匹配

Societal conformity
社会相合性

Complementary alignment between social good and self-interest and between society and
business – be socially conscious and contributive
社会公益与自我利益、社会与商业间的互补性统一——关注社会、贡献社会

Workforce conformity
员工相合性

Right alignment between organizational achievement & individual achievement, between
rights and responsibilities for employees
组织成就与个人成就之间的匹配，员工权力与职责的匹配

Co-evolution with
business community
与商业界的共同演化

Co-development with upstream and downstream partners, creating a supporting task
environment - be operationally cooperative
与上下游伙伴共同发展，创造支持性任务环境——在实际运营中进行合作

Behavioral
Conformity
行为相合

Constituent
Conformity
构成相合
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Theory of Amalgamation (Hé合)
Amalgamation is tacit knowledge & combinative and dynamic capability
“合”是一种隐性知识、组合能力和动态能力
Amalgamation is business model creation & managerial innovation
“合”是一种商业模式创造与管理创新
Amalgamation differs from RBV & depicts a different growth path
“合”不同于资源基础观，描绘的是一种不同的增长路径
Amalgamation is multidimensional, evolutionary, dialectic and intentional
“合”是多维度、演进、辩证及有目标的

Amalgamation shifts from what/how to develop the best to what/how to
best use available resources
“合”实现了由如何发展最优资源向如何最优地利用可用资源的转变
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Theory of Amalgamation (Hé合)
Multidimensionality

多维性

Properties 属性
Complementarity

Dynamism

互补性

Intentionality

动态性

Interconnectivity

主观能动性

互联性
Synchronization

同时性

Dialecticism
辩证性
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8. SPRINGBOARD

Springboard Theory
64
 The springboard theory or springboard perspective is an international business theory that elucidates the unique

motives, processes and behaviors of international expansion of emerging market multinational enterprises (EM
MNEs). It was originally developed by Luo and Tung (2007) and further delineated later by Luo and Tung (2018)

 At the core of this theory is the argument that EM MNEs systematically and recursively use international expansion

as a springboard to acquire critical resources needed to compete more effectively against their global rivals at home
and abroad and to reduce their vulnerability to institutional and market constraints at home

 These efforts are systematic in the sense that “springboard” steps are deliberately designed as a grand plan to

facilitate firm growth and as a long-range strategy to establish more solidly their competitive positions in the global
marketplace. They are also recursive because such “springboard” activities are recurrent and revolving (i.e., outward
activities are strongly integrated with activities back home)

 Unlike Western MNEs who are generally motivated to go global to exploit their ownership-specific capabilities they

have already possessed, EM MNEs go global to acquire strategic capabilities they do not have but critically needed
to upgrade their capability portfolio in search for competitiveness in global competition

 EM MNEs uniquely use their inward FDI experience and networks (e.g., original equipment manufacturing,

international joint ventures) at home before aggressively undertaking outward FDI. Through inward
internationalization, EM MNEs have accumulated some experience and absorptive capabilities dealing with
international competition, deepening their understanding of international markets before conducting outbound FDI

Springboard Theory
65
 EM MNEs use international expansion as a springboard to:









Compensate for their competitive disadvantages
Overcome their latecomer disadvantage
Counter-attack global competitors’ major foothold in their home country market
Bypass stringent trade barriers into advanced markets
Alleviate domestic institutional and market constraints
Secure preferential treatments from home governments
Exploit competitive advantage in other emerging and developing countries

Through above springboard measures, EM MNEs overcome their latecomer disadvantage in global competition via
a series of aggressive, radical, risk-taking foreign direct investment (FDI) measures by proactively acquiring or
buying critical assets from mature, often Western-based MNEs to compensate for their competitive weaknesses
EM MNEs are both asset seeking (especially critical capabilities they need, such as global brands, key technologies,
global talents and international channels) and opportunity seeking (especially leveraging their mass and cost-efficient
production capabilities to tap other developing countries and low- to mid-end markets in developed countries)

Springboard Theory
66
 There are several leapfrog trajectories to mirror EM MNEs’ springboard behaviors. First, they tend to

internationalize very rapidly and not necessarily in an incremental fashion as predicted by conventional
internationalization process theory. Second, EM MNEs tend to be radical in their choice of location (country),
showing a pattern of path departure from cultural, institutional, economic and geographical distances. Very often,
they first venture into advanced markets. Third, EM MNEs’ initial commitment tends to be large and does not
necessarily involve many small steps. Also, departing from the conventional wisdom of control, EM MNEs tend to
use localized senior management team, rather than parent country nationals

 Luo and Tung (2007) also explained some internal and external conditions that foster EM MNEs to springboard.

Springboard behaviors of EM MNEs are promoted by (1) home government support for going global, (2)
willingness of global players to share or sell strategic resources and offshore availability of standardized technology,
(3) corporate entrepreneurship and strong motivation to enter key foreign markets, (4) increasing competitive
pressure from global rivals, and (5) quick changes in technological and market landscapes and a heightened
borderless world economy

 The springboard theory cautions that despite opportunities and expected gains for springboard behavior, EM

MNEs also encounter some huge challenges associated with such behavior

 See: (1) Luo, Y.; Tung, R. L. (2007). "International expansion of emerging market enterprises: A springboard

perspective". Journal of International Business Studies. 38 (4): 481–498; (2) Luo, Y. & Tung, R. 2018. A general
theory of springboard MNEs. Journal of International Business Studies, 49(2): 129-152
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9. POST-SPRINGBOARD
UPWARD SPIRAL

An Upward Spiral Model

Stage of Internationalization

68

Global catapulting with

stronger capabilities

Home-centered

capability upgrading

Capability
transfer to home

Radical OFDI
Inward

Internationalization

Time
Luo, Y. & Tung, R. 2018. A general theory of springboard MNEs. Journal of International Business Studies,
49(2): 129-152.

Capability
Integration
Scale

An Upward Spiral Model
69


An upward spiral model suggests that EM MNEs grow by a self-improving, positively reinforced multistage process that fortifies their essential capabilities needed in subsequent global competition.



An early stage of internationalization from inward FDI to radical OFDI is used mainly not for global
competition but as a prominent means to improve their capabilities. However, as they transfer these
capabilities to home, augment existing capability and resource portfolios and bolster, and bolster
home-centered capability reservoir, they retake off as more capable global competitors. At this later
stage, global competition becomes an end, and capability argumentation is a means. Through such an
upward spiral or virtuous cycle, they become increasingly powerful in global competition



Theoretic properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Strategically intentional
Positively influencing and fostering every next step
Sequential and dynamic process
Multiple stages and phases
Means-ends transition
Central role of home base
CIS (capability, integration and scale) increase as the firm moves each step forward
Global competitiveness is an ultimate goal

An Upward Spiral Model
70


An upward spiral model emphasizes the central role of home base for both capability
building/upgrading and market competition purposes



There are several reasons









Their home base is large with huge potential
They are adept to institutional (formal and informal) environment there
Their technologies, products and even managerial styles suit home market consumers
They have successfully established eco-business system at home
It is much easier today for any companies to connect home with global than before

An upward spiral path is by no means linear nor can go off smoothly. It would instead run
enormous difficulties




It requires effective global planning, which is often weak for EM MNEs
It requires cross-border integration of resources, knowledge and capabilities. Acquisition integration is
particularly a big challenge for them
Global orchestration is vital but difficult. This necessitates international experience, cross-border
monitoring, coordinating, and overhauling, cross-functional process integration, cultural intelligence,
and more

AAA Advantages
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Amalgamation (Assemblage)


Amalgamation means EMNEs’ ability to creatively improvise and combine internal and external
resources (including those from global open markets) that are available to them, creating impressive
price-value ratio suited to mass global and domestic consumers who are generally cost-sensitive



EMNEs generally have competitive disadvantages in global brands, core technologies, high-end
customer bases, and original innovation compared with AMNEs. What they are good at, however, is
sharpened skills in improvising all existing and available resources, combining new product features
and functions in a cost-effective fashion, and responding quickly to mass market needs



Amalgamation involves identification (detecting needed resources and amalgamation opportunities),
composition (combining technologies, resources, product features and functions), and exploitation
(use a mixture of competitive means such as combined low cost, extended features, and good design to
reap market gains)

AAA Advantages
72
Amalgamation


Compositional offering occurs when the firm amalgamates an extended array of its products’
performance features and functions, as well as services for existing customers whose satisfaction
increases as a result of this extension and amalgamation (e.g., one-stop for all or total business
solutions). It provides customers with amplified services, value, convenience, and even time savings,
yet does so at a cost that is significantly reduced



Asset-seeking springboard provides EMNEs with technologies and resources needed for compositional
offering, while opportunity-seeking springboard extends foreign markets in which compositional
offering can be harvested. The rise of open architecture or platforms that assemble and reconfigure
various technologies and functions also stimulates compositional offering



Compositional competition exists when an EMNE uses a set of combined and integrated means or
measures to compete against rivals (e.g., combining cost, price, product features, speed, and designbased customization). It seeks to exploit opportunities associated with mass markets

AAA Advantages
73
Amalgamation


Compositional offering and compositional competition are underpinned by amalgamation capability a firm’s distinctive ability to combine outside technologies, key components, specialized services and
key resources from open channels with its own resources, designs and production so that its new
product offering has better performance features, lower cost, and other improved attributes. A
CHINA framework helps explain it as well



It involves the firm’s ability to exploit global resources creatively. It is also reinforced by EMNEs’
proficiency in bricolage—the enduring practice or experience of surviving under institutional hardship
and pressure, and creating order out of whatever resources are available at the time



These firms remain creative under pressure, because they routinely act in tough conditions and create
order out of those conditions, and have learned to proceed with whatever resources are on hand. As a
pragmatic approach that reflects their strength in understanding customer needs with regard to cost
constraints, these companies mastered the art of improvisation—compositionally offering or
competing with whatever is available to them at the time

AAA Advantages
74
Ambidexterity


Ambidexterity is a firm’s characteristic property to simultaneously fulfill two disparate or conflicting
goals that are of significant repercussions to the firm’s long-range success. In addition to what we
already know on ambidexterity dimensions, here are more examples:



Springboard garners both compensating for their competitive lacuna via capability acquisition and
capitalizing on their mass production, cost position and other advantages via foreign market
expansion. This juxtaposition enables EMNEs to balance between short-term gains (market expansion
by leveraging existing capabilities) and long-term competitiveness (capability catchup and upgrading)



Many EMNEs tend to geographically diversified, though with a varying pace and scale, into both
developed and developing markets. Institutional arbitrage, therefore, harnesses both avoidance
(reducing home country institutional hardship via investing in developed countries) and exploitation
(utilizing their competence to survive under institutional asperity via investing in developing nations)



A blend of imitation and innovation illustrates EMNEs’ ambidexterity as well. It is true that many
EMNEs evolve from imitation to innovation but during long time of such transformation they perform
and combine both in some creative ways (amalgamation is one example). This ambidexterity, or
composition of imitation, creation, and innovation, is used to develop a composition-based
competitive edge and to support future innovations as the firms evolve

AAA Advantages
75
Adaptability


Adaptability is the firm’s capability to quickly identify and garner opportunities, adapt to market and
environmental changes, and compete and survive in tough conditions, over the course of
internationalization. It applies not merely in springboard processes but extended to post-springboard
operations



Offensively, they establish flexibility to create initiatives and seize fast-occurring opportunities in
domestic and global markets. Defensively, they use flexibility to safeguard against unforeseen
environmental or market externalities, such as regulatory change, political and legal uncertainty, and
market evolution



Adaptability is ascribed in part to EMNEs’ strong know-how and ability to cope with uncertainty,
complexity, and unpredictability given their long experience in dealing with instability and rapid pace
of changes of their home countries



Adaptability is also attributable to hastened learning, structural nimbleness, and entrepreneurial
responsiveness of EMNEs, especially privately owned. Fast learning and absorptive capability is one of
the defining features describing many successful EMNEs

Internationalization of emerging market firms
76
How geographic,
cultural, economic
and institutional
diversity work for EM
MNEs

Capability building
for nascent and
established EMNEs

Composition-based
international strategy
by EM MNEs: Motives,
processes &
mechanisms

OFDI for outbound domestic
consumption (outbound
tourism, outbound living,
outbound services for
inbound wealthy consumers)

Global orchestration by
EM MNEs: The role of
home base

Transferability of
home market
competitive
strategies
Luo, Yadong & Zhang, H. 2016. Emerging market MNEs: Qualitative review and theoretical directions. Journal of International Management, 22(4): 333-350.

Future Research Directions on EM MNEs
Key Topics

Critical Research Questions
1.

Leverage
competitive
advantages vs.
compensate for
competitive
disadvantages









Path departure vs.
path dependence;
Inward vs. outward
FDI;
Imitation vs.
innovation










Contributions
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Ownership Advantage/Disadvantage

What are EMMNEs’ competitive strengths and ownership advantages
How do they deploy and utilize their advantages in a globally differentiated network
How do they use OFDI to compensate their competitive weaknesses or ownership
disadvantages, catch up and even transcend
Where and how do they simultaneously exploit advantages while acquire strategic assets
to fill their capability void
What are comparative competitive advantages between different emerging economy
enterprises
How do they transfer across borders their competitive advantages
Do they suffer liability of emergingness? If yes, how to cope
2. Process of Internationalization and Catch up

1.

Who, and when or where, are more apt to springboard and path departure behavior, and
who are more path dependent
Are they only radical in some entry decisions but evolutionary overall
How do inward and outward FDI reinforce each other and over time
How does international learning ensues and spurs catch up
How do they use acquisitions to catch up
How do they creatively utilize global resources to create advantages
How do they innovate through benchmarking, composition, integration
What can they learn from more established peers (e.g., Korean MNEs)

1.

2.
3.
4.

2.

3.
4.

Identify EMNEs’ unique
ownership advantages
Extend ownership advantage
perspective
Present a compensational view
of competitive disadvantages
Show transformation of
disadvantage and advantage

An evolutionary process with
radical steps view
A process view of using
internationalization as a
means, not end, to fortify
competitive advantages
A creative improvisation
perspective
Catch up process as core
competency and dynamic
capability

3. Institutions and Institutional Effect
Institutional
arbitrage vs.
institutional
escape;
Government
support vs.
hindrance








Who (or when) are more likely to seek institutional arbitrage, and who (or when) will
pursue institutional escape? How do they fulfill these
How does the above work together with location choice, corporate political strategies and
a firm’s international development stage
What are firm-specific attributes that determine their vulnerability to home and hostcountry institutions and arbitraging needs
What are differentiated effects of formal and informal institutions? And even within
formal institutions (government effectiveness, political stability, legal protection, public
services, corruption)?
How do they deal with government (home and/or host) support in some areas but
hindrance in other areas at the same time, an issue of institutional complexity
Are they more organizationally resilient to difficult conditions overseas? If they do, how
do they accomplish this?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Institutional arbitrage as
EMNEs’ unique ability
A paradigm shift from
institutional voids to
institutional complexity
Strategic responses to
overseas institutional
complexity
Resilience view to deal with
global interconnectivity
institutional complexity

Future Research Directions on EM MNEs
4. Heterogeneity and Typology of EM MNEs
Organizational and
ownership type;
Destination country
type;
FDI goals and
objectives;
Big stars vs. small
startups







How does their ownership (e.g., state vs. 78
private) or organizational (e.g.,
nascent vs. established) type matter
How does destination country type (e.g., developing vs. advanced) matter
What are different strategic behaviors by firms under different typology or
identity?
Can we develop typology to study variance of EM MNEs along different home
countries, host countries, industries, capabilities, experience, ownership, FDI
goals, development stage, global status, and the like
What comparative lessons can we learn when EM MNEs compete against
other EM MNEs locally, regionally or internationally?

1.
2.

3.
4.

5. Host and Home Country Links and Global Orchestration
Importance of home
base;
Close-loop of hosthome links;
Integrating and
improvising global
resources;










How do they use home base as a reservoir to absorb and assimilate global
resources, a testing field for business model and new products, a catapult of
global reach for their advantageous products and capabilities, and a pivotal
market for overall success
How do they create a virtuous cycle such that they use global resources to
upgrade home base and then use upgraded home base to further leverage
global opportunities
How do they differ from Western MNEs in global planning, orchestrating and
integrating geographically dispersed operations
Do they use unique approaches for global integration or local responsiveness
that are different from Western MNEs
Are there patterns that some EMNEs (e.g., China and India) are more home
based while others region-based (e.g., Latin MNEs) or global-based (e.g.,
Korea)
How does diversity (geographic, economic, institutional, cultural) affect their
home-host links and global orchestration
How do they build, organize and manage the link between home operations
and foreign operations? In what ways do they balance corporate centralization
and subsidiary decentralization

1.
2.
3.
4.

Taxonomical and
typological view of
EMMNEs
Comparative insights of
differing country
EMMNEs
An integrated view of
firm-specific strategic and
organizational behaviors
A differentiated view of
between and within EM
MNEs

A new look at home
country effect & base role
An upward spiral view of
EMMNEs’ home base
Operational links between
home and host country
operations
Global orchestration
processes, mechanisms
and consequences
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10. LLL FRAMEWORK

LLL-Framework: Linkage, Leverage, Learning
80
 Mathews (2006) proposed the LLL-framework, which is closely connected to these firm-specific

advantages of emerging country multinationals. In this framework, the international expansion of
emerging country multinationals is driven by resource linkage, leverage and learning
 Linkage: EMNEs – as latecomers to the markets – start with a focus on resources, which can be

acquired externally, i.e. on international markets, rather than their own advantages and capabilities.
They take an outward orientation and seek to acquire resources and complementary assets, which can
be accessed on the global market rather than in their home countries
 Leverage: Establishing networks of resource exchange and exploitation can leverage the linkages

between resources and competitive advantages. Leverage refers to EMNEs' ability to take advantage of
these unique capabilities in their international network of activities. In this context, it is crucial to
establish structures and processes that enable companies to effectively manage and utilize the
resources and capabilities across the entire network. They are able to leverage these resources by
establishing knowledge sharing across the network. This may also include technology licensing
contracts, imitation and reverse engineering

Mathews, J. 2006. Dragon multinationals: New players in 21st century globalization. Asia Pacific Journal of Management,
23(1): 5–27.

LLL-Framework: Linkage, Leverage, Learning
81
 Learning - Thanks to linkage and

leverage strategies, emerging
country multinationals are more
adapted to the global markets
that are themselves increasingly
interlinked. However, it is the
subsequent learning processes
that accelerate expansion
patterns. Companies apply
repeated linkage and leverage
processes that lead to
organisational learning processes
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11. INSTITUTIONAL ARBITRAGE

Institutional arbitrage
83


Institutional arbitrage (Boisot and Meyer, 2008) refers to the situation where a firm is provided opportunities
to exploit differences between two institutional environments



Boisot and Meyer (2008) argue that, in the case of China, local protectionism and inefficient domestic logistics
increase the costs of doing business domestically



Moreover, protection of property rights in the West and the advantages afforded Chinese owned firms
reconstituted as foreign entities operating in China decrease the costs of ‘going out’. We coin the term
‘institutional arbitrage’ to capture Chinese firms’ pursuit of efficient institutions outside of China. We argue
that strategic exit from the home country rather than strategic entry into foreign markets may explain the
internationalization of many Chinese firms



Per Boisot and Meyer (2008), China’s policy of administrative decentralization, which was aimed at
unclogging blockages in the central bureaucracy, had the unintended consequenceof clogging the arteries of
the economy. Administrative decentralization frag-mented the economy by pitting provinces and
municipalities against each other incompetition to achieve economic targets. This led to redundant capacity
and bothformal and informal barriers to domestic trade



If, in fact, the source of blockage inside China is institutional rather than physical, then, arguably, Chinese
firms going abroad are doing so in pursuit of more efficient institutions. In other words, in an effort to
neutralize the localization advantages of foreign firms in China, they are engaging in what we might label
‘institutional arbitrage’, interpreted as an exploitation of the differences between different institutional
arrangements operating in different jurisdictions
Boisot, M. and Meyer, M. 2008. Which Way through the Open Door? Reflections onthe Internationalization of Chinese
Firms. Management and Organization Review 4:3 349–365

Institutional arbitrage
84


While Boisot and Meyer (2008) emphasize the escape/exit notion of institutional arbitrage (exiting from
institutional hardships at home and investing in institutionally superior countries), Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc
(2008) take a completely different view, holding that emerging or developing economy MNEs can benefit
more by investing in institutionally stringent countries where these firms can exploit their home country
experience in dealing with poor institutions



They argue that developing-country MNEs tend to be less competitive than their developed-country
counterparts, partly because they suffer the disadvantage of operating in home countries with underdeveloped
institutions. This disadvantage can become an advantage when both types of MNE operate in countries with
“difficult” governance conditions, because developing-country MNEs are used to operating in such conditions



They empirically demonstrate that, although developing-country MNEs rarely appear among the largest
MNEs in the world, they are more prevalent among the largest foreign firms in the least developed countries
(LDCs), especially in LDCs with poorer regulatory quality and lower control of corruption



Their ability to manage in difficult institutional conditions, a capability they were required to foster in their
home countries to survive and be successful there, may be useful in other developing countries that also have
difficult conditions and therefore present similar problems. They would be at less of a disadvantage, and in
some cases may even have an edge over their developed-country counterparts



Cuervo-Cazurra, A. and Genc, M. 2008. Transforming disadvantages into advantages: developing-country
MNEs in the least developed countries. Journal of International Business Studies, 39(6):957–979
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12. REVERSE ADAPTATION

REVERSE ADAPTATION


Contrasting local adaptation, which focuses on foreign multinationals learning
about and adapting to local (host country) culture and environment, I define reverse
adaptation as a situation in, extent to, or process by which an MNE’s host country
subsidiaries and their local employees learn, assimilate and modify their personal
behavior (e.g., values, norms, habits) and professional competence (e.g., standards,
goals, language, knowledge, capabilities) in order to:





86

Fit the MNE’s global mindset and culture and
Meet the MNE’s requirements for being internationally reassigned to work elsewhere

It reverses adaptation from “foreign to local” (foreign companies adapting to
local/host country culture and environment) to “local to foreign/global” (local
employees adapting to global mindset/culture and global competence for
international reassignment)
See: Luo, Y. 2016. Toward a reverse adaptation view in cross-cultural management. Cross Cultural &
Strategic Management, 23(1) (Distinguished Scholar Essay): 10-21.

REVERSE ADAPTATION
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Why Reverse Adaptation?


First, the business world is undergoing increasing globalization of markets for
talent and business services, as well as increasing integration of talent
management within a globally coordinated human resource system



Second, many MNEs have been undertaking reverse innovation—the case where
an innovation is first adopted in poorer (emerging) economies and is later copied
in the rest of the world, including developed countries. Today, many MNEs learn
to generate successful innovations in emerging markets and then export that
knowledge and those innovations to many other countries



Third, cultural fit and values become a key factor in identifying, promoting and
rotating talent who have global mindsets and competencies. In the selection of
local talent to become global talent, a growing number of MNEs have expanded
their criteria to include cultural fit

REVERSE ADAPTATION
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Why Reverse Adaptation?


Fourth, global value chains and increased offshoring have caused numerous
primary and support activities to become more modular, so that some activities
can be performed outside the multinational (Luo, et al., 2012). Additionally, this
trend has fostered transfer and reassignment of local talent who are experts in
modularized processes, functions and activities



Fifth, MNEs and powerful local rivals are increasingly vying for the same global
talent, propelling MNEs to build their global talent pool by cultivating local talent.
A decade ago, it was very unusual to find an experienced expatriate working for a
local company. But as the global market for talent becomes more fluid, large local
players now employ dozens, and sometimes hundreds, of foreign experts to fill
gaps in both their knowledge and their capabilities



Last, but not least, dispatching home expatriates overseas is becoming
increasingly expensive. This prompts recent MNEs to be more dedicated to
cultivating local talent to become global talent

REVERSE ADAPTATION
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Benefits from Reverse Adaptation:











Enhanced global knowledge and capability
Increased worldwide talent availability
Stronger global culture and global coherence
Accelerated global growth of brainpower
Superior cross-border communication, learning, sharing and
cooperation
Improved internal consistency across globally dispersed units
Sharpened balance global mandate and cultural embeddeness
Better alignment between global strategy and organizational behavior

REVERSE ADAPTATION: REASONS, RETURNS AND RISKS
Definition
Local employees
learn, assimilate,
modify their
personal behavior
(e.g., values, norms
and habits) and
professional
competence (e.g.,
goals, language,
knowledge,
capabilities) to fit
the MNE’s global
mindset and global
competence
requirement so that
they can be globally
deployed

Reasons












Increased global flow of talent
and expertise
Heightened integration of
talent and knowledge
management
Intensified reverse innovation
and global capability building
Growing importance of
“global” managers and
employees for MNEs
Increased offshoring,
modularization, digitization
and specialization prompt local
employees to work globally
Local firms and MNEs vie for
the same global talent,
propelling MNEs to build
global talent pool by
cultivating local talent
Increased costs of dispatching
expatriates, and not every
suitable talent is willing to
work overseas

Benefits












Global capability &
knowledge enhancement
Leverage talent
availability worldwide
Foster global culture and
global coherence
Accelerate the global
growth of brainpower
Improve cross-border
communication,
learning, sharing and
cooperation
Spur internal consistency
across globally dispersed
units
Help balance global
mandate and cultural
embeddeness
Use reverse adaptation
for global strategy
alignment and crossborder coordination
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Challenges










Difficulty and costs in
global talent
development
Greater training and
developing costs for
cultivating local
leaders to become
global leaders
Retention difficulty of
globally competent
local talent after
cultivation
Take long time and
involve many
processes to foster
local talent’s global
experience and skills
Institutional hurdles
in implementing int’l
development
programs overseas

A VIRTUOUS CYCLE AND AN INTEGRATED ADAPTATION LOOP

Figure 1: A Virtuous Cycle and an Integrated Adaptation Loop

Local

adaptationn

Cross-cultural
fusionn

Global talent
& capability

Reverse
adaptationn
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REVERSE ADAPTATION
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A Virtuous Cycle:



For most MNEs, the process of cross-cultural management begins with an emphasis on local adaptation as
they stand at an earlier stage of internationalization. When operating in new foreign markets, they often
find that their management system, leadership style, communication channels, and certain human
resources management policies need to be adapted to the local context. At this stage, cultural adaptation
anchors at localization



At a later stage, these firms become increasingly familiar with the local context and culture, beginning to
make progress in cross-cultural fusion and convergence in parallel with their organizational efforts in
acculturation. As these companies continue to mature in globalization, they realize that local talent and
even certain localized management practices and policies, originally developed for a specific host country
market, can become global assets and global capabilities via a series of global management and leadership
development training



Those new human assets and capabilities are incorporated and integrated into the company’s global talent
and global capabilities which are relevant, appropriable and transferable to other countries. This in turn
results in a virtuous cycle comprising local adaptation, cultural fusion, reverse adaptation, and global talent
and capability building from which some enhanced cultural intelligence and competence can be deployed
and used when the firm enters another new foreign market

REVERSE ADAPTATION PRINCIPLES
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First, although international development programs and policies for local talent tend to be globally
harmonized, a regionalized approach may be more viable for those MNEs whose global operations
are structurally regionalized. A regionalized approach can help the firm curtail challenges over the
course of reverse adaptation



Second, it is important to differentiate between professional talent and leadership talent in reverse
adaptation. Professional talent development in functional areas (e.g., global R&D, logistics, branding,
manufacturing, services, design, and IT) should emphasize more on on-the job coaching and training
in best practices. By comparison, global leadership development will need to underline not only
talent development but also innovative orientation, forward-thinking, global vision, and big picture
solutions



Third, reverse adaptation brings new perspectives and new knowledge to the global talent and
knowledge development process as well. Therefore, MNEs should treat and design reverse adaptation
not only as a global talent management task but as a new way of reciprocal knowledge sharing and
synergizing between localized knowledge and globalized knowledge



Finally, just as reverse adaptation being a virtuous cycle, the process of cultivating local talent to
global talent doesn’t stop at the point when they are internationally deployed. Continuous
management development is essential to advancing their career, enriching their global experience,
and more productively capitalizing on their glocalized expertise
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13. DIGITAL LEAPFROG

DIGITAL LEAPFROG
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 I view digital leapfrog as an emerging perspective that describes the unique rational, conditions,

process and behaviors of emerging market firms that harness digital connectivity as a strategic means
to catch up and even outperform more established firms
 “Digital” as a way of leapfrog entails not merely digital technologies but more importantly digital

connectivity intelligence and digital connectivity capabilities. Digital connectivity competence pertains
the firm’s savviness in three interlocking and sequential constituents: connectivity technologies,
connectivity intelligence, and connectivity capabilities:






Connectivity technologies (e.g., ICT, digital, surfing, stream, navigation, control, monitoring, Internet of Things, and data
analytics) are important yet peripheral in this competence set. Competence in this area describes the firm’s information and
connectivity infrastructure
Connectivity intelligence transforms connectivity technologies into valuable information, real time forecasts, and interfirm
and intrafirm sharing, which in turn significantly help critical business decision making
Connectivity capabilities, the highest level in the ladder of this competence set, denote the firm’s distinctive skills and
expertise that can transform connectivity technologies and intelligence into sustained competitive advantages. Such
capabilities can involve unique processes, experiential knowhow, and formalized routines that enable the firm to leapfrog in
exploring and exploiting catch-up and growth opportunities

 Digital leapfrog is a deliberate, organized and entrepreneurial act (see following slides)

Digital leapfrog process
Archetype Choices

Re-inventing
industries

Substituting products
& services

Facilitating Channels

Execution

Global partnerships &
platforms

COORDINATION

Reconfiguring & rebundling services

Prioritizing
Synchronizing



Global transferring

Reverse
innovation

Crafting new digital
businesses

Rethinking value
propositions




Global open
resources

Technological
advancement &
integration

SHARING








Capabilities
People
Processes
Technology
Information
Knowledge
Brands



Global supply chain

Managing digital leapfrog

People

Process

Standardizing
AND
Empowering

Sharing
AND
Monitoring

Better decision
making &
streamlined
processes

Agility,
adaptation &
responsiveness

Information

Technology

Orchestrating
AND
Unleashing

Intra AND
Inter-MNE
networking

Innovation,
Improvisation

Scaled &
profitable
expansion

Niche market
Domestic market
International market

& Improvement

DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP


More new companies are entrepreneurial, and more
entrepreneurial companies are born global, and more bornglobal companies use social media to reach global customers



Digital globalization also spurs sharing, platformization and
ecosystems, which in turn incubates international
entrepreneurship



A premier hallmark of international entrepreneurship in
digitization is creative business models by which
entrepreneurs and startups uniquely combine resources,
products, processes and markets that generate sustained
customer value proposition



Digital globalization helps entrepreneurs reduce cost and
increase revenue. It allows them to specialize and move more
quickly to seize growth opportunities as they emerge



Improved eco-system: Global business model attaches great
value to the co-development and co-evolution of business
community and eco-system as a whole



Enhanced speed and responsiveness: Innovating business
models today for global competition will have to, in part or in
whole, propel speed and responsiveness
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DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Technological innovation doesn’t guarantee
business success – new product
development efforts should be coupled with a
business model defining their “go to market”
and “capturing value” strategies

What business
models pioneers
often possess is
an understanding
of some “deep
truth” about the
fundamental
needs of
consumers and
how rivals are not
satisfying those
needs. These
entrepreneurs
understand deep
truth of customer
needs and design
a better way to
satisfy them

Entrepreneurship

Business model must be nonimitable in certain respects –
unique networks, complicated
process steps, strong IPR
involved, unique resources or
capabilities needed, unique
organizational structure and
culture, routinized yet unique
processes and procedures, etc.

Technological
Innovation

Global
Business
Model

Competition
Dynamics

Unless they can offer compelling value
propositions to global consumers and set up
profitable business systems to satisfy them
with the requisite quality at acceptable price
points, the global innovator will fail

Orchestration

Global business
model needs a
right IB structure
to support it.
Autonomy,
corporate support,
localization,
decision-making
system and
reward or profit
sharing are all key
to the success of
global business
model. Org.
renewal and
mitigating inertia
play their part too

DIGITALLY ENABLED INVS
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1.

Intention, sense-making, search, discovery and exploitation of international
opportunities

2.

Entrepreneur, firm, market and int’l environments and their coupling with
organizational orientations for born global, high-tech SMEs, late movers

3.

Liabilities of newness and foreignness vs. learning advantage of newness

4.

Rewards and risks for INVs using digitally enabled global business platforms and
ecosystems

5.

Learning advantages of newness in digitalized globalization

6.

Cultivating identity and maintaining independence under digitalized
interdependence, optimizing loose coupling

7.

INVs are too vulnerable to external shocks

DIGITALLY ENABLED INVS
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Distance, space and time related governance or monitoring cost for crossborder transactions decreases as a result of digitization; INVs are
beneficiaries



New forms of flow for physical products and services gain momentum
through a surge (often joined with novel ways) of global e-commerce,
specialized online marketplaces, offshore outsourcing, co-distribution, and
social media marketing



Digitization brings down the cost of cross-border interactions and
transactions, creating new markets and user communities with global scale,
and providing MNEs with a huge base of potential customers and effective
ways to reach them

ENTREPRENEURIAL MNES
1.

Digitization pushes more MNE activities further into geographically dispersed yet
operationally disaggregated, resulting in more specialized activities that are
increasingly finely sliced

2.

Global connectivity ushers MNEs to become global network-based cosmopolitan
organizations
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Within an MNE, global connectivity spurs intra-organizational sharing, orchestration and
integration for cross-border activities
Externally, MNEs build a nexus of network with business eco-system players vertically (with
global suppliers, distributors and customers), horizontally (with global competitors) or
diagonally (with supporting service providers) to cope with and extract values from global
connectivity

3.

MNEs have been relocating or disaggregating some traditional roles previously
played by home country corporate headquarters to a few spatially distant hubs
located in some most critical foreign markets or regions

4.

Digitization accelerates globalizing R&D, knowledge flow, talent development, and
access to new markets in innovative ways

5.

Entrepreneurial initiatives of foreign subsidiaries are understudied

PROBING UNICORNS
 Unicorn (a start-up
company with over $1 billion
valuation) illustrates the
growth of international
entrepreneurship in the
digital era
 Contextualizing and
integrating UNICORNs with
INV theory
 Global strategies of
UNCORNS
 International corporate
governance of UNICORNs
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14. CROSS-BOUNDARY
ASSEMBLAGE

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Here I introduce a new concept of GLOBAL ASSEMBLAGE that describes 3-dimensional boundary crossing –
technological crossing, industrial crossing, and geographic crossing – that prevails and permeates essentially in every
MNE, small and large, nascent and established. Assemblage is similar to collage, a two-dimensional medium



It captures:







(1) intelligently crossing
(2) creatively assembling
(3) Deploying, configuring and reconfiguring in offering

It has three conceptual properties:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

It is deliberate, with a series of planning, designs, platform building, iterative development, process improvement,
and continuous innovation
It is global, with worldwide scope and reach in identifying and leveraging boundary-crossing opportunities, in
acquiring key resources and human capital to materialize creative assemblage, and in deploying, diffusing and
capitalizing upgraded assemblage offering
It is innovative, with assemblage being a creative, forward-looking, a close-loop recursive process, which mandates
organizationally distinctive capabilities, routines and policies, and hence it is FSA
It is open, using global open resources, partners, ecosystems, and countries for both input and output ends
It is 3D, simultaneously conducting technological, industrial and geographic crossing for most MNEs (varying
weights)
It is iterative, thus a continuously evolving, internally reconfiguring, and globally orchestrated process

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Why so?

Why today?

Value to
customers
Speed
Cost saving

Compelling
forces
Nurturing
forces

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Connectivity
capability
Configurational
capability
Orchestration
capability

Value
proposition
Global scale &
scope
Creative &
iterative

Transnational solution
(flagships, global hubs & parental
influence)

Network solution
(alliance portfolio, supplier portfolio,
technology portfolio)

Platform solution
(core offering, core tech, core capability)

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Why is global assemblage becoming so important?


Winning global competition today is not just about developing resources, but utilize, and most importantly,
creatively integrate all globally available resources



“Industry” and “market” definitions have become more fluid than ever before – technological development,
together with two converging forces (globalization and digitization), cause sectors to appear, disappear, and marge.
Such effects quickly spread and diffuse across countries, reducing frictional, transactional costs in conventional IB
theories



Availability of advanced global open resources, suppliers, partners and networks, coupled with digitally
revolutionized means (e.g., ubiquity of mobile interfaces and growing power of AI) makes global assemblage easier
to accomplish, in connecting with both global supply side and with global demand side



As technologies are diffusively used and combined across many industries, and as boundaries between industry
sectors and geographic regions continue to blur, MNEs will face off against companies and industries they never
previously viewed as competitors



MNEs need to redefine their global strategies not by how they play against traditional rivals but by how effective
they are in preparing and competing within rapidly emerging ecosystems, comprising a variety of businesses from
dimensionally different sectors and countries

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Global assemblage is not just a fundamental strategy but a form of creative art


Succeeding for nondigital (traditional) businesses in digital marketplaces (output side) and digital-enabled
innovation (input side) require these traditional businesses to stretch beyond their existing core capabilities by
innovatively utilizing and combing all available, externally and internally, resources and capabilities, including
board-crossing technologies



MNEs, then, are not just amalgams but orchestrators who connect the dots – for example, linking all possible
producers with global customers, predicting the needs of customers, offering a truly integrated, end-to-end digital
experience, and building a global value chain ecosystem around the firm



Global assemblage takes advantage of convergence or transvergence of technologies, industries and borders under
newer, broader, and more dynamic (often more intricate) alignments – cross-border and cross-boundary
ecosystems that are highly customer-centric aiming at total experience through a single or fewer access gateway,
heightened value-price ratio, and faster adaptation



Designing and developing core value propositions will take so much more than assemblage – market intelligence,
business model innovation, configurational innovation, global scale vs. local adaptation, and alike



Paradoxically, sustaining global competitive advantages will depend much also on “soft” competencies in global
assemblage – brands, loyalty, emotions the product can inspire, organizing capabilities, global vision, among others
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15. STRATEGIC
INSIDERIZATION

Foreign MNEs in Emerging Markets
111


Many MNCs have evolutionarily grown up from “foreign investors” (prior to the late 1990s) to “strategic insiders” (since
the late 1990s) in foreign emerging markets such as BRICs



I portray that MNEs in foreign emerging markets are undergoing three Rs - Renewing, Reorganizing and
Rejuvenating



Most of them have been operating in these markets for 2-3 decades, and accordingly experiencing fundamental
strategic and structural changes and reorganizing, from business diversification or divestiture to recomposition of local operations and functions and changes of leadership



They are no longer “foreign” but instead “strategic insiders”, actively and extensively localizing essentially every
major value-adding activities such as R&D, key components, distribution, customer financing, through all major forms
of modes including M&As, wholly owned, joint ventures, cross-licensing, co-manufacturing, and cooperative alliances



They are also localizing management and organization. Some of these MNEs have established host-country national
headquarters or hubs in key EM to consolidate many common functions such as PR, training, compliance, financing
and procurement policies, etc.



They are undergoing changes from strategic insiders now to global or regional contributors, not only in terms of
contributions in sales and profits but in terms of reverse transfer, reverse diffusion and reverse innovation



New global geopolitics and Covid-19 pandemic crisis also compel many foreign MNEs reorganize, reshuffle and realign
their operations, particularly global supply chain systems, in emerging markets

See Luo, Y. 2007. From foreign investors to strategic insiders: Shifting parameters, prescriptions and paradigms for MNCs
in China. Journal of World Business, 42(1): 14-36

From “Foreign Investors” to “Strategic Insiders”


Major characteristics of strategic insiders


Their local operations are extremely large scale, with China operations accounting for 10% or
more in corporate sales or capital investment (e.g., Motorola plans to increase investment,
sales, and procurement in China by $10 billion each over the next five years)



They are evolving into strategic or dominant players, perceived as local companies by the
public, market leaders by consumers, and LT contributors by the government



They have established a large number of investment projects in various regions producing a
large array of products (e.g., Siemens has built 60 large projects across China and employees
more than 30,000 Chinese people in its four dozen IJVs and a dozen wholly-owned
subsidiaries and branch offices



New generation MNCs are active in building local supply base, purchasing center, warehouse
centers, distribution networks, service centers, etc



New generation MNCs are significantly localizing their applied research, product
development, training, management, and finance



They also undertake educational investment: commitment of resources to train or educate
local customers, suppliers, distributors and partners



Localizing R&D is common today in order to achieve various gains (proximity, speed, cost
reduction, responsiveness, access to local talents, etc)

Adaptive Diversification


Strategic insiders generally follow three sequential steps in the course of adaptive diversification:


Tailoring and branding (focusing some top brand innovation to satisfy premium consumers, often sold in
modern outlets in 1st and 2nd tier markets)



Dominating and volume building (to compensate higher unit costs than local rivals and uphold their market
dominance)



Reinvesting and diversifying (replicate their strength elsewhere in China by diversifying into the remaining
tiers of the market)

Many MNEs fail to succeed when replicating their own home business model in foreign emerging
markets:


Best Buyer’s big box business model doesn’t suit China. Chinese consumers don’t like big, boxy warehouses far away
from a city center



Home Depot’s DIY business model doesn’t fit either. Many Chinese people buy homes for investment and speculation,
not to improve. Further, labor was so cheap there that most people simply hired a handyman. China is a do-it-for-me
market, not a do-it-yourself market



Mattel’s Barbie Doll model fails in China as well. Mattel assumed that Chinese consumers would want a whole range of
pricey Barbie-themed clothing, foods and goods. However, since Barbie is not a cultural icon in China as she is
America, Chines consumers couldn’t care less about Barbie-branded products.



eBay’s online auction model failed in China too, largely because it neglected the importance in helping build social
connections between buyers and sellers in the country where rule of law is weak but social ties and inter-personal
trust are essential

Foreign MNEs competing in emerging markets

Changing demographic & socio-cultural
environments

Shifting Competitive
Parameters

Shifting Institutional
Parameters

1. Shift from scant to strong

1. Shift from entrance to
operational restriction
2. Shift from separation
from to convergence with
domestic policies
3. Shift from national-level
to regional –level regulation
4. IPR and corruption are
long-lasting hurdles

competition
2. Shift from niche to
massive competition
3. Shift from single- to
multi-market competition
4. Shift from structural
similarity to multiplicity

Shifting Dominant Strategies
1. Shift from parent integration to national integration
2. Shift from production relocation to value chain
localization
3. Shift from competence transfer to competence building
4. Shift from competition to coopetition with business
community
5. Shift from repetition to adaptive diversification
6. Shift from alliance building to alliance restructuring

Changing economic and technological environments
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Changing political and legal environments

Shift from “Foreign Investor” to “Strategic Insider” then
to “Global Contributor”

Strategic insiderization
115
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Luo, Y., Zhang, H. & Bu, J. 2019. Developed country MNEs investing in developing economies: Progress and
prospect. Journal of International Business Studies, 50(4): 633-667.
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Continued to the above page
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Research directions
123


Reverse transfer






Knowledge acquisition is not a one-way street. Just as it is transferred from developed country MNEs (DMNE) to host economy, so can it
ﬂow from a host developing country to the home country of a DMNE, notably through reverse transfer. Innovations often originate in
emerging markets and are transferred by DMNEs globally. Some DMNEs have subsidiaries that serve as global innovation incubators.
How reverse transfer is structured, coordinated and executed, and what levels of corporate support or organizational infrastructure (e.g.,
global mindset, corporate culture, data ﬂows, parent–subsidiary links, reward schemes, etc.) are required to underpin it, has yet to be
unpacked. Future research may explore which measures, programs, and policies at the parent level and at the subsidiary level would
encourage reverse transfer.

Co-evolution with local environment






First, most developing economies are characterized by shifting institutional and market environments and by an underdeveloped
industrial environment. This means that DMNE may have opportunities to bring about, or take part in, evolutionary processes in the
ecosystems which they have entered, perhaps inﬂuencing industrial standards or regulatory policies. Determining the circumstances under
which DMNEs might initiate, direct, or accelerate a co-evolution process would make a valuable contribution to the ﬁeld
Second, DMNEs often seek long-term growth opportunities in the markets they enter; thus, their long-term strategies are often contingent
upon competitive and institutional dynamics that co-evolve with them. There are abundant win– win opportunities for ﬁrms when
conditions improve. DMNEs that successfully compete in emerging economies often see themselves as participants in an evolving system
wherein the synergetic or collaborative value of an industry ecosystem is greater than the sum of the parts
Third, DMNE subunits in developing economies are simultaneously co-evolving with their corporate partners in other countries.
Previously, these subunits catered to the emerging market, but are now shifting toward serving the world market. DMNEs need to know
which bottlenecks (technological or organizational) are likely to inhibit the transition of their emerging economy subsidiaries from local
players to global contributors

Research directions
124
 Reorganizing and restructuring


There is a growing need for future IB research to study the reorganization and restructuring of DMNE investment and
operations in developing economies and the processes behind it. DMNEs have been reorganizing and consolidating their
operations since the late 1990s



Extant research shows a trend towards sell-offs and spin-offs, ownership restructuring, leadership change, subunit
consolidation, and early IJV termination. One issue we would like to see on the research agenda is how DMNEs are carrying
those out, that is, by which forms and processes, and under what conditions one or another is best



Yet another issue of interest is the role that a hub in a large emerging economy such as China might play in DMNE
reorganizing and restructuring, given that such a hub may be in an ideal position to provide feedback on local trends.
Research in this area may reveal which global integration functions are likely to be handled at the national host country level
and which are more likely to be performed in regional hubs



Future research might address how reorganization and restructuring processes have resulted in improved efﬁciency and
capability-building and have bolstered competitiveness. A real options logic, which holds that ﬁrms are adaptive systems that
need to balance reﬁnements of existing processes and explorations of new market conditions and opportunities
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16. RESILIENCE

WE ARE IN A GLOBAL CRISIS BUT NOT NECESSARILY A CRISIS OF GLOBALIZATION
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The current coronavirus pandemic is the biggest economic shock since World War II. It has enormous ramifications on
business development than most people thought



Globalization will not be reversed due to continued needs for cross-border resource interdependence and amplified
facilitation of digital connectivity, but it will be redefined, reoriented, restructured and reshuffled



Post-pandemic era: Interfered globalization - more complex, more regulations, more focus on public interests, and less
dominance by market and capital; and rugged globalization - chaotic, messy, poorly governed, trust lacking, and tensional



To cope with unprecedented challenges, businesses need to rethink virtually every strategic foresight that accommodates
the extreme level of uncertainty disruptions and destructions



In a world of extreme uncertainty, a rigid, deterministic plan won’t be right for very long. But making everything flexible
can be an expensive path to nowhere. Strategic resilience is more important than ever



Winners will be those vigilantly participate in globalization who controls dependency (immunity) and embrace digital
connectivity (vitality), a Loose Coupling posture



A more harmful virus against globalization is hatred, discrimination, isolationism, stigmatization, and hegemonism

STRATEGIC RESILIENCE


Strategic resilience pertains to a firm’s distinctive capabilities to withstand and rapidly recover from
operational disruptions or hardships that significantly impede its core businesses and corporate performance.
It’s about ability to bounce back from hardship and about the quality of “bending without breaking”



Resilience exists when facing adversity and hardship. Strategic flexibility or adaptability differs, denoting a
firm’s ability to respond to a dynamic environment in order to reap opportunities and neutralize threats



It also differs from agility - a firm’s ability to move quickly and easily. It deals more with a firm’s organizational
structure and decision-making smoothness and quickness



Strategic flexibility encompasses organizational agility and operational adaptation to new changes in task and
institutional environments



Resilience needs flexibility but more. It needs corporate “mental” toughness (part of corporate culture, values,
credo or ideology, viewing disasters and suffering as an opportunity to make it stronger), resources and
experience, high quality external networks and partnerships, sufficient structural agility, and pragmatic and
effective leadership resilience



Strategic resilience is beyond rebounding from ONE crisis or one setback. It’s about continuously anticipating,
preparing and adjusting to deep, secular trends that can permanently impair a firm’s core business
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STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
Hardship is not new nor uncommon, yet businesses confront some new forms of adversity and hardship, such as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dark-side of growing interdependences (e.g., global supply chain dependence)
Unaddressed problems in global connectivity (e.g., cyberattack and information security)
Terrorism
Institutional and regulatory deterrence (e.g., “national security”)
Climate risk and natural disasters (e.g., physical hazards and socioeconomic impacts)
Global geopolitics commotions (e.g., trade tensions and stigmatization)
Constant competitive and technological disruptions (e.g., retailors’ struggles)
Public health crisis (e.g., Covid-19 pandemic)

Adversity comes from inside too:






Leadership collapse
Corporate scandals, contagion and downhill, reputational fragility
Product failure and mass recalls
Fraudulent and illicit corporate conduct
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HIGHER VUCA FACING EMERGING MARKET FIRMS
VUCA
VNCA

Weakened governance of
world organizations and
of bilateral monitoring



Volatility - Dynamics and speed

Turbo-capitalism,
hegemonism,
isolationism, etc.

of change




Uncertainty – Unpredictability
Complexity - Multiplex of forces



and no cause-and-effect chain
Ambiguity - Haziness of reality
and cause-and-effect confusion

Geo-politics

Host country

Supranational

Dark side of technologies,
digitization, social media,
etc.

Institutional
Complexity

Economic poverty and
inequality, public health
crisis, climate change, etc.
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GLOBAL GEOPOLITICS CAUSES MORE UNCERTAINTIES
Extraterritorial reach
& sanctions

Failing
international order

Social Inequality &
poverty

Eroding strategic
trust

Cyber-threats

Fragmented
alliances
Ultra nationalism/
isolationism

Fading
geopolitics

Lack of geopolitical
leadership & checks

Protectionism

Political disruption
under democracy
& authoritarianism
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GEOPOLITICS COMPELS RESILIENCE
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New global geopolitics also generates new areas of research: (a) corporate diplomacy (b) geopolitical risks (c)
dependency on and resiliency to global geopolitics and (d) new role of MNEs as a stabilizer of global
geopolitics and as a facilitator of international economic order



Yet more importantly, new geopolitics opens more avenues to extend and enrich existing studies in numerous
areas, including (a) diversified yet controlled global value chain (b) designing, governing and managing crossborder interdependency (and thus integration and orchestration) (c) location and localization strategies (d)
corporate political lobbying and influencing (e) market reconfiguration, realignment and reorganization (f) the
history dimension of IB research and (g) IPR vs. public goods



Global geopolitics and institutional complexity mutually reinforce each other. Current global geopolitics
increases institutional pluralism and unpredictability and hence governing and acting costs in responding to
such heightened complexity, while institutional complexity (home, host and supranational) – for example,
pluralism in political ideology, government type and legal systems often triggers or accentuates difference and
conflicts in global geopolitics



Which or when companies benefit from speaking out or taking a stand on divisive and political issues: (1)
strong reputation for social engagement that’s clearly in line with its brand’s philosophy (2) size of consumers
with whom the company must engage (3) connections of the issue/event with general stakeholders

LOOSE COUPLING AS A THEORETIC LENS TO STUDY STRATEGIC RESILIENCE


Glassman (1973): Loose coupling is present when systems have either few variables in common or the variables they
have in common are weak, thus refraining harmful contagion within the organization system



Weick (1976): Loose coupling as a situation in which elements are linked and interdependent (determinacy), but retain
evidence of separateness, identity and distinctiveness (indeterminacy) – actors are inter-attached but not interlocked,
thus stimulating flexibility, adaptability and resilience



The resulting image is a system that is simultaneously open and closed, linked and autonomous, spontaneous and
deliberate (Orton & Weick, 1990)



Loose coupling occurs at levels of: individuals, subunits, hierarchical levels, between organizations, and between
organization and environment



The theory combines the contradictory concepts of connection and autonomy, viewing an organization as a complex
system composing interlinked yet autonomous subsystems





Coupled: elements are linked and preserve some degree of determinacy
Loosely: elements are subject to spontaneous changes and preserve some degree of independence and indeterminacy

Loose coupling logic varies across organizational type, industry type, and also changes over time
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LOOSE COUPLING AS A THEORETIC LENS TO STUDY STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
Tightly coupled: Having interconnected components that do not act independently

Loosely coupled: Having interconnected components that act autonomously
Decoupled: Ending interdependence
Noncoupled: No interconnectivity
Loose coupling exists because of causal indeterminacy caused by unclear means-ends connections, bounded
rationality, selective perception, uncertainty and ambiguity, as well as fragmented external and internal
environments
 Modularity, discretion, shared values, focused strategies are important to design loose coupling as a management strategy
 Loose coupling could have outcome repercussions concerning persistence, buffering, adaptability, satisfaction, and
effectiveness
 Digital connectivity, including technology, plays an important role in information processing, boundary spanning, and
managing loose coupling
 The nature and adversity of environmental conditions determine the design of loose coupling – Tightly coupling hampers
business continuity with a greater contagious effect if these conditions are highly unpredictable, uncontrollable, and
unmanageable. But decoupling or no-coupling alienates the firm from external resources
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LOOSE COUPLING AS A THEORETIC LENS TO STUDY STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
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 Understanding an organization as a loose coupling of actors or elements helps better explain how organizations adapt to
their environments and survive amidst uncertainties. Within the organization, you can build autonomous subsystems, and
loose coupling is really the "glue" that holds them together. Between organizations (or interacting with the environment),
one can consider loosely constructed, multi-tier and diversified partnerships that vary in flexibility and control
 Loose coupling:






Allows the organization to persist through rapid environmental fluctuations (e.g., Zoom)
Improves the organization's sensitivity to the environment (e.g., 3M)
Enables local adaptations and creative solutions to develop (e.g., Costco)
Allow sub-system breakdown without damaging the entire organization (e.g., J&J’s opioids lawsuits)
Permits more self-determination by actors (e.g., Haier)

 Two coupling elements:
 Technical (or task) couplings (between technology, task, supply chain) that are task-induced
 Managerial (or authority) couplings (positions, departments, rewards, sanctions) that somehow hold the organization
together. Relationships, similar behaviors, value sharedness, and trust are important

 More loosely coupled organizations offer advantages when (1) external environments become complex and (2)
organization itself becomes more complex. LCT focuses on creating or fostering new behaviors rather than controlling task
activities

A Framework of Loose Coupling Theory
More external
& internal
environmental
complexity

Key MacroInterconnections

Moderating
conditions
Add: economic
attachment

Strategic Resilience

 Global supply
chain diversity
 Power in global
eco-systems
 Controlling
critical resources
 Prioritizing
digital channels

More:
 Corporate culture

 Trust
 Experience
 Boundaryspanning ability
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LOOSE COUPLING AS A THEORETIC LENS TO STUDY STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
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Subsequent developments of LCT

 Pfeffer and Salancik (1978)’s resource dependence argument (including economic attachment)
 Birnbaum (1988)’s points addressing the importance of consensus building and rationality augmentation through:





Leadership
Communication
Interaction and sharing
Data and information sharing



 LCT has also been used in studying business-government ties, headquarters-subsidiary relationships, buyer-supplier links,
co-opetition, etc.
 Challenges/limitations of LCT:





Slow diffusion of central initiatives
Difficulty in systematic change for the whole organization
Not clear for real business community when/where requiring more looseness vs. coupling
Short in explaining mechanisms and solutions

LOOSE COUPLING FOSTERS STRATEGIC RESILIENCE

7

 Loose coupling aims to achieve persistence, buffering, and adaptability – all essential to strategic resilience
 The notion of discretion (latitude of individual choice or decision) from the loose coupling theory underlies flexibility needed
for strategic resilience
 The notion of complementarity of internal and external resources and activities is central to a firm’s ability (resource slack) in
responding to hardships and adversity
 The recognition of information technologies and modularity in information processing and boundary spanning activities
within an organization, between organizations, and between the organization and environments helps business intelligence
and decision-making in building and executing strategic resilience
 Loose coupling theory’s chief premise lies in paradox embracement, maintaining interdependent relationships flexibly both as
open and closed system. Embracing paradox is essential to resilience
 Loose coupling theory underscores the importance of focused strategy in organizing interdependence and building a loosely
coupled network. Focused attention and focused strategy is pivotal to improving responding and resilient capabilities
 Examples (resilience is also about redeploying existing resources creatively to deal with Covid-19 crisis):
 HP Inc designs and produces essential parts for medical responders and hospitals, thanks to its 3D printing technology and digital
manufacturing partner network;
 Coca-Cola Company re-deploys its resources and provides logistics and supply chain support to hospitals;
 Cisco immediate expands capabilities of its free Webex offer in all countries where it is available;
 Tata made their distance learning software platform available for free to educational institutions;
 P&G installs new production lines in five manufacturing sites around the world to produce 45,000 liters hand sanitizer per week;
 Google created a website dedicated to COVID-19 help and resources for safety and prevention & $200 million investment fund to
support small businesses

HOW LOOSE COUPLING THEORY ADVANCES IB THEORIES IN DIGITAL AGE
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DIGITAL GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY IS AN ENABLER OF LOOSE COUPLING RESILIENCE
-

Digital Technologies
Digital Platforms
Digital Architecture

Organizational Aspect
of Digital Connectivity
Digital Intelligence
Orchestration
Digital Innovation
Digital Resilience & Agility

Conventional OLI Advantages
Ownership advantage
Location advantage
Internalization advantage

Entry and digital mode
Timing of FDI
Country selection
Product portfolio

Technical Aspect
of Digital Connectivity

International Entry Strategies

Distance matters less
Incremental commitment matters less
Path dependence matters less

Internationalization Process

New OLI Advantages
Openness advantage
Linkage advantage
Integration advantage

LOOSE COUPLING ACTIONS FOR STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
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Globally coordinated but locally differentiated strategy/marketing: Burberry, the UK luxury fashion house, sells its goods thru
its over 500 stores across the world. However, in China, it localizes its marketing – virtual store on Alibaba’s Tmall site,
customer reach out thru WeChat, and integrating social media and physical store by alliance with Tencent
Consider regionalization and localization in operations: Toyota has practiced localization to a greater extent than many of its
competitors. For its Georgetown (KY) factory, more than 350 suppliers are located in the US, and more than 100 inside the
state of Kentucky; 3M respirator masks and PPEs are manufactured in China for China, manufactured in South Korea for Asia,
and manufactured in US for US/North America
Reduce supply concentration and enlarge supplier diversity: Although there are costs to adding alternative supply sources and
increasing safety stocks, the long-term benefit is greater supply chain resilience. Multi-tier global supply chain system
differentiated by varying strategic importance, coupling and control should be in place
From just-in-time to just-in-case: Preparing “just-in-case” scenarios and building responding processes and guidelines
beforehand are key to business continuity. Master Kong learned the lesson from SARS and built just-in-case capabilities
Focused factory approach: Focused factories that manufacture model variants on a single platform and then shipped the
finished products between countries. BMW builds a number of its X Series models in Spartanburg, South Carolina, for the
whole world. Some 70% of these cars are exported to Europe, China, or other destinations
Embrace paradox management: Loose coupling works for collaborative competition, autonomy and control, using open
resources and in-house development, localization and globalization, and the like
Power delegation from within: Swift mobilization of resources and rapid problem solving requires enough autonomy to
frontline units. Haier quickly rebounded from coronavirus by building many microenterprises – self-managing business units
that make their own rapid adjustments to stay afloat in times of crisis
Collective actions during a crisis (ecosystem approach): Covid-19 Therapeutics Accelerator, the newly founded organization
composed of 15 companies like Novartis, Merck, Pfizer, J&J, Eli Lilly, Gates Foundation, is taking the first action to share their
proprietary libraries of molecular compounds; The World Economic Forum, partnered with WTO, creates the COVID Action
Global Platform that convenes the global business community for collective action
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17. ORGANIZATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE OF CORRUPTION

ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF CORRUPTION
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Corruption has been rampant in most emerging economies. Sociologists hold that the roots of corruption are
social and cultural, and that corruption hinders public welfare and social development. Political scientists
maintain that non-transparent institutions, low-paid public servants and a shortage of independent and wellfunctioning market mechanisms are antecedents of corruption. Legal scholars focus on the type of legal system
and its enforcement. Macroeconomists focus on weak economic institutions and lack of transparent economic
institutions as root causes



However, all of these disciplines lack effective tools to address the organizational contexts, behaviors and
processes that form corruption at the organizational level. Luo (2005 ) presents an organizational perspective
of corruption, which has been used as an additional lens to study an organization’s involvement in corruption
inwardly – that is, from the organization itself



An organizational perspective toward corruption is important for several reasons. First, an organization is a
basic unit of corruption practice. Most corrupt activities take place between proﬁt-driven organizations
(bribers or donors) and government ofﬁcials or legislators (corruptors or recipients). Second, organizations
that are motivated to bribe for transaction speciﬁc gains are partly responsible for the reason why corruption is
difﬁcult to eradicate. Unlike individuals, corrupt organizations cannot be ‘arrested’, and thus only face legally
prescribed economic sanctions. Unless organizations are fully prepared to resist corrupt practices, it is very
difﬁcult to ﬁght corruption in any society. Third, an organization is a window through which to see a nation’s
corruption climate. Corruption may be a passive reaction to cumbersome regulatory environments that impose
a hurdle to business development or an active seeking of economic rents from corruption-generating
opportunities



See Luo, Y. 2005. An organizational perspective of corruption. Management and Organization Review, 1(1):
119-154.
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 Luo (2005) depicts an organization’s malfeasant behaviors in its corrupt practices as follows:


System Malfeasance: System malfeasance exists when an entire organizational system is contaminated with corrupt acts and
corporate illegalities. Here, malfeasance is both intensive and extensive, plaguing the whole system in a way tantamount to a
cancer. The organization assumes that the beneﬁts of corruption outweigh the costs of corruption, thus permitting senior
executives and board members to be involved in bribery and tolerating managers and employees at lower levels with such
deviant behavior, despite the risks of legal sanctions and reputational damage



Procedural Malfeasance: Procedural malfeasance exists in the errant organization whose formalized procedures on business
ethics are not strictly followed by some employees at one or few levels or in one or few sub-units, resulting in a low scale and a
narrow scope of illicit acts. In a highly decentralized system, one or several sub-units may face explicit normative or coercive
pressures in a particular task and institutional environment that requires bribery under threat of losing deals, concessions or
privileges by corrupt ofﬁcials. Employees in a sub-unit may assert that if they do not make payoffs, a less competent rival will
win such deals, concessions or privileges



Categorical Malfeasance: Categorical malfeasance exists in an organization in which many corrupt practices are concentrated
in one or few categorical levels (team-level, functional-level, business-level or corporate-level), categorical units (group,
department, division, branch or subsidiary), or categorical locations (domestic versus foreign). This type of malfeasance is not
systematic and extensive throughout the entire organization, but instead ascribes mainly to a few managers in one or several
of these categories which conduct a great deal of serious corruption



Structural Malfeasance: Structural malfeasance exists in the organization, where corrupt acts are structural in nature and
most hierarchies, if not all, are involved, despite the fact that the latter are small in scale in terms of quantity and gravity.
When an organization is highly integrated or centralized, it increases the probability that corrupt practices are collectively
performed by, or jointly involved with, multiple hierarchies

ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF CORRUPTION
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Because corruption must be hidden from the public, transaction costs arising from corrupt practices can be signiﬁcantly
higher than those occurred for legal exchanges. Because of the ever-present threat of mutual denunciation, partners of a
corrupt agreement are locked-in to each other even after an exchange has been materialized. Thus, corruption can involve
high costs and great uncertainties about pay-off



To address the severe consequences, Luo (2005) suggests that an organization’s involvement in corruption may lead to
evolutionary hazard, strategic impediment, competitive disadvantage and organizational deﬁciency:


Evolutionary Hazard: As an evolutionary hazard in the long term, corruption obstructs ﬁrm growth and business development
through four interrelated channels, namely risk effect, punishment effect, image effect and cost effect



Strategic Impediment: Corruption as a strategic impediment is mainly manifested in resource misallocation, capability-building
deterrence and lack of conﬁdence and predictability



Competitive Disadvantage: Corruption as a competitive disadvantage is reﬂected by dishonesty and untrustworthiness, which
can hurt a ﬁrm’s competitive position in the market. Corrupt acts precipitate dishonesty and dissipate credibility. When a ﬁrm is
involved in corruption and bribery, other ﬁrms will perceive it as unreliable and will avoid conducting business with it.
Dishonesty and unreliability thus destroy, rather than stimulate, business networks



Organizational Deﬁciency: Corruption is often the product of mismanagement. It violates business ethics and arms-length
business principles. Since top managers are more or less involved with corrupt activities, corruption implies problematic
organizational leadership and poor business morality. Under such leadership, realistically it is impossible for a ﬁrm to have an
innovative culture, efﬁcient administration, transparent communication, effective information ﬂow and productive
collaboration across departments or divisions within a ﬁrm
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Corruption is a durable and adaptable virus. Combating corruption requires a set of measures at various levels including
addressing poverty and inequity (social aspect), enacting and enforcing anti-corruption law (legal aspect), improving
democracy, media freedom, civil service (political aspect) and reforming dysfunctional governments (regulatory aspect)
among others



Yet, according to Luo (2005), the corporate community is also an important force in the ﬁght against corruption. Anticorruption in any society cannot succeed unless it is addressed by individual organizations. Anti-corruption at the
organizational level is institutionalized through an organizational architecture, which is composed of (i) culture, (ii)
structure and (iii) system. An effective organizational architecture is one that ultimately yields intended results, namely,
education, detection and deterrence, through interlaced corporate culture, organizational structure and compliance
system






Corporate Culture: Corporate culture sets the moral tone for an organization. Corporate culture is deﬁned here as the
statements, visions, customs, slogans, values, role models and social rituals that are unique to, and used by, a focal organization
to resist corrupt practices
Organizational Structure: Misconduct can be detected and corrected through organizational structure, as this structure
establishes the content of the jobs, speciﬁes a monitoring process and regulates ways to fulﬁll tasks and responsibilities. Because
many corrupt acts are actually performed by individual employees on behalf of the organization, which is often deﬁned as an
autonomous moral entity, it is critical to maintain corporate integrity. Formal structure is a necessary mechanism to maintain
this integrity and realize legitimate moral expectations in a coherent manner
Compliance System: The compliance system that suppresses corruption consists of a conduct code and an ethics program,
together constituting an effective organizational control that minimizes corporate illegalities. This control makes information
and expectations about legal and ethical behaviours clear, increases the likelihood of detection, assures the punishment of
transgressions, rewards desired behaviours and disciplines those who engage in illegal behavior
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18. OPPORTUNISM
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Luo (2006) develops a theoretical model of opportunism in inter-organizational exchanges in emerging markets. It
decomposes opportunism into 'strong form' (contractual norm violation) and 'weak form' (relational norm violation),
and suggest that strong form tends to be more observable, measurable and remediable than weak form and its adverse
effect on cooperation tends to be stronger but less enduring than weak form



He cautions that opportunism will actually be on rise despite economic growth and structural transformation. One,
contracts are crafted and subsequently ignored far more often in emerging economies than in developed economies.
Two, governmental regulations are much more variable, market information is more difficult to verify, and legal
systems designed to protect and enforce contracts are much weaker. Three, regulatory agencies cannot keep pace with
and meet up regulatory demands for emerging issues or for emerging sectors. Four, there exist a plenty of
“entrepreneurs” seeking institutional and market loopholes through, for example, “packed” IPOs, “cooked” financial
statements, and deceiving investors, creditors and public



Another critical propellant for growing opportunism is moral degradation as emerging economies advance along
economic growth and global connections. Demoralization - the process of the society’s progressive loss or weakening of
right morality and ethics. Such demoralization is exemplified in ubiquitous corruption, widespread fake products,
shameless waste of resources, immodest power abuse, inundated crimes, immoral “entertaining” practices in business,
to name a few, which, together with shockingly high social injustice and its derived wealth disparity, has made some
societies ethically apathetic and ill. Societal demoralization and ethical paralysis could significantly increase transaction
costs, operational uncertainties, and managerial difficulties in planning, organizing, and implementing legitimate
business activities, to say the least

See Luo, Y. 2006. Opportunism in interfirm exchanges in emerging markets. Management and Organization Review, 2(1):
121-147.
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Note that weak form is not necessarily tantamount to weak effect. The strong form of opportunism is labeled “strong” in
the sense that the instigating party behaves opportunistically in areas that are clearly and contractually described
despite the fact that it knows the consequences of the breach. Strong form also tends to be more remediable than weak
form. Violation of relational norms do not offer explicit remedies



No matter what form it takes, opportunism has serious consequences:








First, opportunism increases transaction costs because covert behaviors seeking unilateral gains are difficult to observe and
verify. Firms that perceive this threat are faced with a greater need to screen, negotiate, and monitor the partner firm’s
behavior, resulting in increased information costs. The fear of such behavior is also detrimental to trust building and
forbearance establishment
Second, opportunism is an obstacle to fostering confidence in partner cooperation and escalates interparty conflicts, hence
weakens the foundation for collaboration
Third, opportunism increases coordination uncertainty between exchange parties because joint payoff depends on the extent
to which parties can create synergies
Finally, opportunism hampers the development of reciprocity or repeated commitment. In the presence of opportunism, it is
difficult to sustain repeated economic exchanges for long because of moral hazard or uncertainty about individual and joint
payoffs. Reciprocity is essential to generating joint payoffs for socially-embedded, long-term economic exchanges
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Opportunism is an endogenous variable, whose behavior is determined by other variables that reflect external and
internal uncertainty, as Oliver Williamson stated (1985). Luo (2006) emphasizes four interrelated yet distinct
dimensions that constitute external uncertainty in an emerging market:





(a) Market volatility
(b) Information unverifiability
(c) Regulatory variability
(d) Legal unprotectability



Luo (2006) further introduces sustainability (length of time span), destructiveness (scale of disruption) and
hedgeablility (degree of safeguard) to define the property of external uncertainty and its relationship with Type I or
II opportunism. In the presence of high sustainability and destructiveness or low hedgeability, increased external
uncertainty (market volatility, information unverifiability, regulatory variability and legal unprotectability) will be
more likely to lead to strong form opportunism. In the presence of low sustainability and destructiveness or high
hedgeability, however, increased external uncertainty in these forms will lead to weak form opportunism



If uncertainty is only temporary, an opportunistic member may instead exhibit weak form opportunism due to the
fear of a total breakdown if it chooses strong form, thus destroying the cooperative relationship it still wants to
maintain. In the face of temporary uncertainty, exchange members may still desire to maintain the current
relationship. To align with this purpose, weak form is a more suitable choice than strong form since the former is
less disruptive to the current relationship
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Ultimately, exchange members must find mechanisms that curb opportunism. Luo (2006) proposes that these
mechanisms consist of both economic (contractual and structural forces) and social approaches (relational and
justice forces). These mechanisms are expected to work in both developed and emerging markets; but social forces
may play an even more important role in emerging markets



Economic-based (e.g., contractual and structural mechanisms) and social-based (relational and justice)
mechanisms need to coexist. Economic-based mechanisms provide a legal and institutional framework within
which social-based forces proceeds, while social-based mechanisms redress the deficiency of economic-based
ordering in a socially confined economic structure



To resist overall opportunism, the joint use of all these ordering systems will be more powerful and effective than
the use of any of these orderings individually since they all have some elements to curb both strong and weak form
opportunism. For instance, in emerging market-based exchanges, the joint use of social ordering and managerial
governance will significantly strengthen the effect of economic ordering



Another point in Luo (2006) lies in that, in a relative sense, economic ordering can be more effective in resisting
strong form opportunism while social ordering is more forceful in curtailing weak form



See an integrated framework (Luo, 2006) next slide
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